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Abstract 

This dissertation approaches the Canadian literary periodical Open Letter from 

both a bibliographical and a critical perspective. The primary, bibliographical research 

consists of indexing every issue of Open Letter and providing a searchable, online 

database for scholarly research. While both the Canadian Periodical Index (CPI) and 

the Canadian Business and Current Affairs index (CBCA) cite Open Letter contents 

beginning with the 1990s, this project indexes the twenty-five years of publication prior 

to 1990 and offers complete coverage. The index cross-references theoretical and 

thematic content, individual names of authors, texts and subjects as well as dates, issues 

and forms of publication. In the critical chapters included here, I have two objectives: 

first, I describe the methodology of the bibliographical research and its implications for 

literary scholarship. To contextualize the journal, I argue that Open Letter represents a 

research forum which challenges literary investigation both textually and institutionally. 

I begin by discussing the journal's development out of TISH during the early 1960s and 

the American influence of the Black Mountain school. By focussing on poetic form and 

nationalism, I examine how the dominant Canadian literary institution received the 

poetics of TISH and the early Open Letter. Concomitant with this discussion is an 

analysis of the debate between Robert Lecker and Frank Davey over the canonization of 

Canadian literature and criticism. In deconstructing the debate's reliance on binary 

constructions of public-private, academic-poetic, dominant-minor and modern-

postmodern, I explore the contradictory impulses of academic criticism as it attempts to 

transcend those binaries. Since the journal has shifted its focus over the years, I cite 

archival materials from Simon Fraser University to describe how Open Letter 
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established and promoted itself in the changing literary scene. I conclude by suggesting 

that the journal practices what postmodern theorists such as Linda Hutcheon and Fredric 

Jameson describe, namely a forum which paradoxically unites disparate and dissonant 

voices to enact an alternative mode of social discourse. 
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Preface 

This doctoral dissertation consists of an online index of the Canadian literary 

periodical Open Letter with accompanying textual and critical apparatus. It both 

disseminates information and discusses some of the themes and arguments raised in 

Open Letter. The very title of the journal indicates a concern with making public the 

information contained within its pages, and it is to that end that I hope to contribute. 

I recognized the value of this project partly in response to some research I was 

doing in the summer of 1999. I was working on a Canadian poetry project, gathering 

information on various Canadian writers, and combing article indices looking for essays 

on Canadian poetry. An obvious source was Open Letter, but I found no resource 

which adequately indexed the contents of the journal. At the time, the Canadian 

Periodical Index (CPI) cited issues from 1991-1998; the index of Canadian Business 

and Current Affairs (CBCA) cited 1990-1998; and the Modern Language Association 

Bibliography (MLA)—arguably the most widely used article index in literary studies— 

cited only seventeen distinct articles from various years. It appeared that most 

databases only included one decade of the journal, and at least twenty-four years of 

Open Letter issues were not indexed. 

One of the longest-running Canadian literary periodicals was not easily 

accessible through academic computing services and their associated indices. Clearly, 

work needed to be done to remedy this situation. As the passiveness of the preceding 

sentence suggests, I thought, at that time, that the work should be done by someone 

other than myself. After all, I had a dissertation to write. 



I was working on a dissertation topic that would examine the poetry of Phyllis 

Webb, Susan Howe and Lorine Niedecker, three writers variously associated with the 

Objectivist tradition. After much bibliographical research, numerous attempts at theses, 

and many meandering introductions, I acknowledged a general failure of my 

commitment to the project. I distinctly remember sitting in the University of Alberta 

library and thinking to myself that I would never finish the project outlined in front of 

me. 

One major reason for abandoning my initial project was that I did not see the 

utility of my three-author study. I do not wish to disparage the merit of a three-author 

study; rather, I acknowledge the failure of my three author study. I wanted my project 

to do something. I decided that my potential contribution to Webb, Howe and 

Niedecker scholarship was not as personally or professionally fulfilling as exploring the 

possibilities offered by the following project. 

So I returned to the process of making Open Letter more accessible to 

researchers. I am fortunate to work in an academic environment which permits me to 

present my doctoral dissertation in this format. 
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C H A P T E R ONE: I N T R O D U C T I O N T O T H E P R O J E C T 

1. Indexing and Criticism 

By way of introduction, I wish to relate two personal experiences I have had 

since I began this project. They help to characterize the nature of the project as well 

as the journal Open Letter, and they will outline some of the concepts I will address 

in the following writing. 

At a social gathering, I was once asked, "What do you hope to get out of this 

project other than an index?" This question summarized a bias against which this 

project works: the simple gathering of information (i.e. indexing) is a secondary if not 

meaningless task in literary studies. The bias implies that the critical analysis 

constitutes the "real" work in literary studies. If this were true, I would not index the 

journal at all; rather, I would only write a critical analysis of the journal's contents 

and history. 

However, if one does not have access to information, one cannot analyze that 

information. Collecting materials is an early step of any research project, and issues 

surrounding information access can determine what materials are available to the 

researcher. Information must be available to be useful (or deemed useless). This 

project acknowledges that previously one of the only ways to access the information 

in the issues of Open Letter prior to 1990 was to thumb through each issue and read 

the table of contents. As the above anecdote indicates, one could argue that the act of 

indexing a journal falls outside the realm of acceptable material for a doctoral 

dissertation in English literary studies. However, I maintain that this index organizes 
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information and necessarily employs a critical and interpretive model—or bias—in its 

construction. Furthermore, the index permits and encourages further research into the 

poetics topics discussed within the pages of Open Letter. It is a vehicle of both 

organization and facilitation. 

The second incident occurred while shopping for an issue of Open Letter. I 

entered Orlando Books (a local store) in Edmonton and asked the woman behind the 

counter if the store carried Open Letter. She replied with something to this effect: 

"That's a tough one to know when to get. I find that people only want it when they're 

in it." I ended up buying the issue from Chapters. 

Humourously, the woman made her point. Open Letter has a relatively small 

audience. Even if its audience is larger than the total of its current contributors, Open 

Letter still functions as a little magazine which caters to a specific audience. 

However, the nature of that audience is hard to determine. The issues of Open Letter 

frequently change topics: an issue on video and postmodernism (8.7) is followed by 

two issues on Toronto writing (8.8, 8.9); two issues on Alberta writing (10.2, 10.3) 

are followed by issues on bp Nichol (10.4), Pulp Theory (10.5), visual poetry (10.6) 

and the body (10.7, 10.8). Although one could connect these various topics in some 

ways (bp Nichol is not all that far from visual poetry), my point is that the journal 

attempts to include as many topics as possible within its forum of discussion. 

Someone contributing to an issue on the body may have little interest in visual poetry. 

Or the contributor may be very interested in visual poetry. Given the journal's range 

of topics, Open Letter resists easy categorization, and the following writing will 

contextualize some of its contributions to Canadian literary studies. 
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2. The Form of the Dissertation 

This first chapter analyzes the searchable Open Letter database. I discuss the 

form of the dissertation as well as some formal questions surrounding the dissertation. 

Although space limits my ability to answer them all, I raise many questions about the 

component parts of the project and their possible connections. I examine the 

importance and necessity of this project by considering the institutional, distributional 

and theoretical methods of information dissemination in literary studies. 

The second chapter offers a limited critical context for the journal. I do not 

attempt a comprehensive analysis of Open Letter, nor do I engage the specific topics 

addressed in issues of Open Letter. The unusual shape of this dissertation—that it 

includes a large bibliographical component in the database as well as a critical 

component—limits the space I can devote to critically assessing the journal. Rather 

than offering a purely fact-based, chronological history of the journal, the critical 

writing addresses some struggles the journal has faced during its publication history. 

For example, I briefly discuss a number of historical facts—such as funding issues 

and the editorial changes from the initial group of Frank Davey, George Bowering, 

David Dawson and Fred Wah, to the addition of Steve McCaffery and bp Nichol, to 

the reorganization which included Barbara Godard, Terry Goldie and Lola Lemire 

Tostevin—yet most of the critical writing examines a few of the directions of literary 

studies as a discipline as well as Open Letter's, potential contributions to that 

discipline. In contrast to a strictly critical project, this dissertation offers a limited 

critical analysis of Open Letter, but it also serves as an access point to the contents of 

the journal. The database enables researchers, teachers, students and readers to 
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quickly find materials that have appeared in the journal. Where the critical writing in 

this dissertation is not exhaustive, the database facilitates further investigation into the 

journal's topics. This project does not offer extensive analysis; rather, it encourages 

other people to make critical contributions to the various and varied subjects covered 

by Open Letter. 

In this narrowed scope of critical writing, I argue that Open Letter represents a 

research forum which challenges literary investigation both textually and 

institutionally. I begin by contextualizing the journal's development out of TISH 

during the early 1960s and the American influence of the Black Mountain school. By 

focussing on poetic form and nationalism, I discuss how the dominant Canadian 

literary institution received the poetics of TISH and the early Open Letter. 

Concomitant with this discussion is an analysis of the debate between Robert Lecker 

and Frank Davey over the canonization of Canadian literature and criticism. In 

deconstructing the debate's reliance on binary constructions of public-private, 

academic-poetic, dominant-minor and modern-postmodern, I explore the 

contradictory impulses of academic criticism as it attempts to transcend those 

binaries. Since the journal has shifted its focus over the years, I cite archival 

materials from Simon Fraser University to describe how Open Letter established and 

promoted itself in the changing literary scene. I conclude by suggesting that the 

journal constitutes what postmodern theorists such as Linda Hutcheon and Fredric 

Jameson describe, namely a forum which paradoxically unites disparate and dissonant 

voices to enact an alternative mode of social discourse. 
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If we accept that a standard dissertation in literary studies consists of 200-400 

pages of critical discussion, then this doctoral dissertation does not conform to that 

model. Working within the institution of a university, doctoral candidates must meet 

certain requirements in order to obtain a degree. Distributed by the Faculty of 

Graduate Studies at the University of Calgary, the Handbook of Supervision and 

Examination describes the doctoral dissertation as "an academic exercise" and says 

that the "general form and style of dissertations may differ from department to 

department, but all dissertations shall be presented in a form which constitutes a 

connected and continuous text" (III 6). 

A fairly common topos in literary analysis is a consideration of what 

constitutes a text. A "connected and continuous text" need not be linear, nor must it 

be represented in a single medium. Many connections are possible. I will investigate 

the continuities and connections of the component parts of this dissertation as well as 

the overall shape of the project. For example, how is the database connected to the 

critical writing? Obviously, the subject material (Open Letter) remains the same, but 

are there other connections? If I am supposed to produce a "text," in what ways can 

this online index be considered a "text"? How might I read this database? 

Data are essentially lifeless. Only when I organize the data do I make 

meaningful statements or generalizations about the data, what they tell, what they 

represent. One might consider textual evidence in literary arguments a kind of data 

which supports the framing argument. The data in this database are different: they 

break down much of the information in a journal. They do not present a 

conventional, literary argument. While most of the data are structural, semantic or 
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syntactic in origin, I have necessarily selected certain elements for inclusion. Aside 

from its usefulness as an index, this project is influenced by my own reading and 

indexing biases, some of which I have outlined in Appendix A. While the project 

data may not present a literary argument, I maintain that the project is a useful and 

important tool which facilitates research in literary studies. 

How, then, can we understand it as an original contribution to knowledge? In 

his report "Database Protection and Canadian Laws," Robert G. Howell notes that 

data do not constitute intellectual property; rather, organizational structure represents 

the intellectual labour. "Sweat of the brow"—understood as gathering, but not 

arranging, data—does not qualify as intellectual property. The act of organizing and 

making available data represents a contribution to knowledge.1 Using Howell's logic, 

I understand this database as an original selection and arrangement of data, which 

contributes to literary studies through its accessibility and utility. 

The technologies—HTML, PHP, MySQL2—also greatly influence the 

structure of the database. If a reader can ask questions about the tone and character 

of a narrative voice, could we not theorize similar questions about the voice of 

programming languages? What kinds of functions are permitted within this type of 

discourse? What are the limitations of the languages and what cannot be represented 

1 Stating that Canadian copyright laws are still unclear about databases. Howell cites an American 
case: Feist Publications. Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Company. Inc. The Feist case states the 
"need, when establishing 'copyrightability'. to require an 'original' contribution of the compiler in the 
selection and arrangement of the data or subject matter" (viii-ix). 
" HTML - HyperText Mark-up Language; PHP - Hypertext Preprocessor: MySQL - My Structured 
Query Language. What does the "My" stand for? "It is not perfectly clear where the name MySQL 
came from. We have used the prefix 'my' for libraries and path names since the mid-1980s. The main 
MySQL developer's daughter is named My-a fairly common name among Swedish-speaking Finns-
so naming our database MySQL was very natural" (David Axmark and Michael Widenius. 
http://www2.linuxjournal.com/lj-issues/issue67/3609.html). 

http://www2.linuxjournal.com/lj-issues/issue67/3609.html
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by them? Could we not ask questions about the narrative possibilities (or 

impossibilities) of programming languages? Of data? 

There is also the large domain of the applications of languages. While 

learning these languages, I discovered the predominant tutorial was based around 

commercial applications. Obviously, as the languages evolve, their current and 

desired applicability will influence the directions in which they develop. What 

programming developments might facilitate easier indexing of literary material? 

Does the electronic medium interact differently with literary studies than it does with 

commerce? If so, in what ways does that affect literary studies? Do programming 

languages behave in ways similar to conventional discursive languages? 

Furthermore, there are rules of normalization for data, and we might ask similar 

questions about their influence. 

This project crosses media: it has both a concrete, printed representation and a 

digital representation. What are the differences between the two and how are they 

connected? While writing the critical material, I envisioned posting it online. I began 

to think in terms of screen-length representations. I began to write in short self-

contained passages. Rather than constructing a longer, linear argument, I was 

thinking in hypertextual terms. I was not creating a radical form; hypertext has been 

around since the internet began, and certainly before. Poets, when thinking in terms 

of representation on a single page, can compose with spatial orientation in mind. The 

Barbara Caruso issue of Open Letter discusses similar formal and spatial issues 

regarding the representational nature of painting; she is very much concerned with 
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painting as paint on a flat surface. But consideration of the medium substantially 

influenced this critical writing. 

With attention to language and its various forms in different media, this 

project considers representation as a central issue. By undertaking this work, I argue 

that I am representing a "different set of values and prerogatives" as outlined by 

Edward Said: 

Therefore, the problem for the intellectual is to try to 

deal with the impingements of a modern 

professionalization as I have been discussing them, not 

by pretending that they are not there, or denying their 

influence, but by representing a different set of values 

and prerogatives. These I shall collect under the name 

of amateurism, literally, an activity that is fueled by 

care and affection rather than by profit and selfish, 

narrow specialization. (82) 

In this introduction, I am considering the representational structure of databases and 

their contained data in an effort to redress the omission of certain data content. I am 

also examining the representational possibilities of the dissertation. I conceived of 

this project precisely because of a lack of digital access to a specific content, namely 

Open Letter. I asked a very basic question: "Why hasn't this been done?" This 

question—asked largely out of "care and affection" for the material of Open Letter— 

has many possible answers. Among these answers is one driven "by profit and 

selfish, naiTOW specialization." An examination of the institutional structures of 
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textual production partially answers such questions and reveals factors that influence 

a text's circulation. 

As Ron Silliman notes, the "advantage of the large publisher is size. Capital 

enables it to attract popular writers, produce individual units less expensively, 

distribute effectively and to advertise substantially. A correlative can be shown to 

exist between what is advertised and what is reviewed in most, if not all, of the 

'important' critical journals" (58). I suggest that a further correlative can be made 

between what is published by "large" publishers and what appears in databases like 

the MLA bibliography, the CPI and the CBCA. As an academic who frequently uses 

these databases, I argue that the policies of information corporations influence the 

discussion of literary texts. The widely distributed book, magazine or journal is more 

likely to be indexed in a database than a smaller circulation counterpart. Granted, 

academics do not rely solely on the information contained in these databases. 

However, a thorough researcher must track down any excluded or incomplete 

information (providing he or she knows it exists), thereby expending resources which 

could otherwise be spent on different aspects of the project. Open Letter is one 

example: no electronic database includes issues prior to 1990. 

Information distribution has become big business. As Donald Gutstein notes, 

"Ken Thomson, owner of Thomson Corp. and Canada's richest person, and his senior 

managers have discovered years ago what many are realizing today - 'that 

information has taken on a new character, that it has passed from being an instrument 

through which we acquire and manage other assets to being a primary asset itself" 

(132). Information is a commodity which can be bought, sold and copyrighted. 
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Information is now a profitable venture, and, unfortunately, the information contained 

within databases like the CPI (which is owned by the Thompson Corp.) will be based 

primarily on profitability.3 A database which indexes widely distributed books or 

journals will undoubtedly have a greater audience (and therefore greater profitability) 

than a database which indexes small press publications. 

Open Letter demonstrates the profit-driven marginalization of small 

publications. In the 1997 issue on Coach House Press, Frank Davey comments on the 

rapid decline of funding for Open Letter from 1993 through 1996: "To add irony to 

injury, the Canada Council awarded Open Letter a special 'marketing grant' in 1996 

that was nearly double the operating grant—$5000" (5). As Davey goes on to 

explain, attempts to "market" the journal—at the expense of the operating budget 

which would produce a better, more marketable journal—meet the limits of the 

journal's audience. The journal's editorially driven mandate appeals to a limited 

audience. Because of this "point of shrinking returns" (6), marketing will not greatly 

increase the journal's circulation; consequently, the journal's mandate and limited 

audience inhibit the journal's operators from effectively utilizing the funds available 

for increasing its circulation (part of which is inclusion in literary databases). 

Of course, I am neglecting the fact that some databases index Open Letter 

issues after 1990. Wynne Francis and Ken Norris have noted the academic quality of 

the publication, and this quality makes it profitable to include in databases. However, 

questions of profitability and resources will limit inclusion of articles prior to 1990. 

3 Howell acknowledges the relatively uncharted area of intellectual property legislation pertaining to 
new media (i.e. electronic), and he notes the need to address this lack. Furthermore. Gutstein implies 
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There is a simple reason for this: there exists too great a backlog of materials to input. 

Information corporations can allocate resources to attack the backlog of materials, but 

that would limit the number of current periodicals they could include. Unfortunately, 

the profitability in indexing the backlog of Open Letter issues pales when compared 

with journals having greater circulation. And, while Open Letter is now represented 

in a few databases, other small literary magazines (for example Queen Street 

Quarterly) which make valuable contributions to literature and literary studies remain 

unrepresented. As Gutstein notes, "Information on social issues will be dropped 

while legal and business information will proliferate, because vendors deem that the 

market doesn't want the former and has an insatiable appetite for the latter" (68). This 

practice creates an electronic information pool on non-legal and non-commercial 

issues which has a select history of information (for example, Tish is not indexed). 

and, as the information industry increases its computerization, Gutstein argues that 

"corporate interests [in materials and objectives] will likely prevail" (58). This 

project endeavours to circulate the contents of Open Letter and foster discussions of 

poetics. 

While I cannot reasonably address the many and far-ranging questions of the 

preceding paragraphs, I will examine how the Open Letter database suggests 

problems and possibilities for representation in the field of literary studies. 

Using the term in Edward Said's sense, I am an amateur when it comes to 

information technology. I knew no PHP or MySQL when I started this project. I 

that the legislation may change: that is, information may become copyrightable where previously it 
was the organizational structure which was copyrightable. 
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knew some HTML, but I had little experience with library science, data management 

or database construction. I sampled a few database management software programs, 

but I was ultimately dissatisfied with the limitations of the applications or my limited 

understanding of them. I decided to construct the database from scratch using 

MySQL and create my own web interface using PHP. I wanted to manipulate the 

data in ways I desired, unconstrained by software I could not adequately use, 

understand or alter. When it came to writing the program, I followed Eric S. 

Raymond's advice in his essay "The Cathedral and the Bazaar": "I had another 

purpose for rewriting besides improving the code and the data structure design, 

however. That was to evolve it into something I understood completely. It's no fun to 

be responsible for fixing bugs in a program you don't understand." This approach has 

several obvious advantages. 

When I began investigating the possibilities of this project, I contacted the 

Modern Language Association. The MLA Bibliography is arguably the most widely 

used and reliable source for literary researchers in English, and I thought that 

integrating my research with a major database would increase the availability of this 

work. Moreover, the MLA Bibliography indexes very few Open Letter articles. 

However, the MLA's "Document Scope" excludes certain publication types from the 

index: 

Literary works and translations are generally excluded 

unless a new critical or bibliographical apparatus 

accompanies them or they are based on a newly 

established authoritative text. Reviews of literary and 
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scholarly works are not included. Letters to editors, 

obituary notices, and the like are excluded unless they 

make a significant contribution to literary, linguistic, or 

folklore scholarship. 

Obviously the MLA Index categorically excludes—on the basis of form—much of 

the material published in Open Letter. Indeed, my characterization of the MLA as 

"the most widely used and reliable source" indicates a certain set of values. The 

MLA document scope implies that reviews and many other forms of publication are 

not "significant." There is an acceptable way to carry out "scholarship." For the 

purposes of this project, it is necessary to include reviews, letters to the editor, poems, 

and any other form of publication. Inclusion of these types of publications is one 

value of this project. While I could make a case to the MLA that all materials in 

Open Letter "make a significant contribution to literary... scholarship," I decided my 

energies were best directed towards completing my dissertation rather than 

convincing the MLA that my project would fit within their parameters. 

Another advantage of creating the database independently is that I can include 

materials which are consistent with Open Letter. I have collected the data with 

"explicit reference" in mind. By being "explicit," I wish to include only words that 

the authors have used. For example, "linguistic economy" is an uncommon search 

term, yet it has important relevance to Open Letter: indexing explicit references 

4 See "www.mla.org/main_bib.htm#docscope." Even if the MLA were to index all issues of Open 
Letter, fifteen years would not fall within the "document scope" of the index: "The normal cut-off date 
for retrospective coverage of journals is 1981. We would be happy to cover any journals from 1981 to 
the present but we will cover only those articles that fall within the scope of the MLA International 
Bibliography" (Wright, David. Personal correspondence: Nov. 1, 1999). 

http://www.mla.org/main_bib.htm%23docscope
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allows the inclusion of some less common terminology in its original form. This 

approach maintains consistency with the original text and helps to limit my 

interpretive biases. On the downside, this method frequently neglects implicit or 

subtle arguments of a text. At the risk of corrupting my methodology, I have 

included some implicit references where I thought it helpful to contextualize an 

article or return more relevant search results. For example, in assigning keywords, I 

will only designate "deconstruction," rather than including "deconstruct," 

"deconstructionist," "deconstructive," etc. Moreover, I may assign a keyword that is 

not even mentioned in the article, say "colonialism," if the article sufficiently 

addresses such topics. Of course, the difficulties with quantifying "sufficiency" lead 

to inconsistencies in the data. In my opinion, the benefits of explicit references 

outweigh the minor revisions (such as the "deconstruction" example) necessary for 

search efficiency. 

Perhaps the greatest advantage with this method is the possibility of inclusion. 

I have endeavoured to include all names of persons and all titles of texts, however 

briefly they are mentioned. Where most databases only include the names of major 

persons or texts covered by a particular article, this database includes all names and 

texts. Essentially, this opens up the margins. If I were researching Bette Midler, I 

would find a reference to her in Open Letter. Granted, persons researching Bette 

Midler would not think of the Open Letter database as a very valuable tool, but my 

point is that the marginalized figure (Midler would be marginalized in terms of 

literary studies, not the field of entertainment) who is rarely mentioned can at least be 

found in the index. Reviews of books published by authors from marginal groups 
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often include references to even lesser known authors or affiliates of that group. For 

example, rather than searching under blanket terms like "Language poetry" and then 

reading through numerous articles on various language poets, a researcher looking for 

information on Kit Robinson will know exactly which articles make reference to him. 

It may be an article focussed on Charles Bernstein, but the advantage is that the 

researcher does not have to read the article to know that Robinson is mentioned (or 

not mentioned). 

Rather than present an exhaustive list of what I have and have not included, I 

will state my general attitude towards this research.5 This is indexing work, not 

annotative work or editorial work. If I were creating a full-text, online edition of 

Open Letter, I would be compelled to offer a critical and explanatory apparatus about 

the text. In indexing, it is not my job to interrogate and correct the research 

inconsistencies of the contributors. I only correct spelling errors and typos as they 

relate to my database. I have normalized spellings (Fyodor Dostoyevsky and his 

variants) for efficient searching. For resource reasons, I have not cited titles of 

individual poems or essays; I only cite volumes. I will track down incomplete 

references, but I cannot track down references which are not made. If an author cites 

"Projective Verse" but does not cite Selected Writings of Charles Olson, I include no 

textual reference. This is a blatant example which would be easy to fix. However, 

authors make countless obscure references to essays and poems with no mention of 

the volume in which they are found. Similarly, many authors cite lists of surnames to 

5 For a more detailed explanation of the search procedures and database structure and mechanics, see 
the Appendices of this project. 
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situate a discussion in a certain context. I attempt to fill in the first names, but 

ambiguities arise. Since there has been no consistent, single citational system used 

during the journal's thirty-six year history, inconsistencies certainly exist, both in the 

journal and in my database. Again for resource reasons, I cannot physically verify the 

accuracy or authenticity of many mentions in the data. For an example relevant to 

Open Letter, any article dealing with pataphysics illustrates the "imaginary" 

possibilities of so-called "research." 

I have programmed the database to return search results in MLA format. The 

biggest challenge associated with this task was the variable representations of titles. 

It is certainly possible to write a program that would return all entries in perfect MLA 

style. However, the numerous subroutines required to produce such results are 

beyond the scope of this project. I have sacrificed a measure of accuracy in order to 

create a simpler search procedure, and I have outlined the concessions in Appendix 

A. 

These various questions—ranging from MLA citation style to data 

manipulation to technology platforms to textual forms to indexing practices—present 

dfficulties for maintaining consistency in project that deals with a journal that often 

challenges consistency. The writings of the Toronto Research Group give us some 

sense of the range of possibilities in narrative analysis. For example, they investigate 

possible abnormal uses for conventional publications. While indexing Open Letter 

may not constitute an abnormal action, the subject matter for indexing is often 

difficult to classify or categorize. In challenging literary form, the Toronto Research 

Group leads me to question the conventions of indexing. 
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Similar to some of the Toronto Research Group's writings on form and genre, 

Linda Hutcheon claims that the "borders between literary genres have become fluid" 

(A Poetics of Postmodernism 9). In challenging convention, she raises an interesting 

problem for her own study. She states, "this book (like most others on the subject) 

will be privileging the novel genre, and one form in particular, a form that I want to 

call 'historiographic metafiction"'(5). Not only does she neglect poetry—thereby 

straining the implicit root word connection between poetry and poetics—but also she 

wishes to draw "from as broad a sample base as possible" (xi). Hutcheon implicitly 

denies the differences between poetry and prose (or historiographic metafiction), 

while simultaneously making claims to assert difference. In naming and recognizing 

generic fluidity, she erases genre. When she describes one method of postmodernism 

as "a challenging of 'what goes without saying' in our culture" (Canadian Postmodern 

3), she does not apply this same critique by asking why her book, "(like most others 

on the subject)," only deals with fiction. While we could ask how Hutcheon's 

theorization might have changed had she considered more works of poetry, we could 

also suggest that a treatment of the history of criticism would lead to yet another, 

different assessment of postmodernism. What kinds of criticism have been produced 

during the postmodern period, and how have they influenced the writing and 

intellectual communities of the unstable postmodern spaces? 

Open Letter is one answer to this question. This project enables access to a 

broader sample base which has frequently gone without saying and gone unsaid. The 

narrowness of Hutcheon's analysis is, perhaps, a necessary step in the critical process. 

A paradox of postmodernism arises when specialization confronts a methodology 
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which promotes diversity and breadth of study. The critic must balance the "values 

and prerogatives" he or she wishes to pursue in the study. As data become 

increasingly commodified and administered, facilitating the opportunity even to 

engage in study is a central value of this project. 
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1. TISH 

In The Little Magazine in Canada 1925-80, Ken Norris states that the 

"magazines of the sixties and seventies ... are a bibliographer's dream of the flood, 

and they call for selective evaluation. An entire volume could be devoted to an 

indexing of the magazines of the period, another to critical evaluation" (77-8). While 

one might be able to index all the magazines in a single volume, I would suspect that 

any focussed, detailed critical evaluation of the journals of these two decades would 

span more than a single volume. Regardless of what one thinks of its contents, Keith 

Richardson's Poetry and the Colonized Mind: Tish represents only one strand of the 

larger textual fabric available for study. Indeed, one could potentially write another 

volume disputing Richardson's charges against the TISH group for becoming "part of 

a U.S. artistic fraternity" (14-5). The following essay focusses on Open Letter, 

probably the most influential successor to the TISH publication that was started in the 

early 1960s by Frank Davey, Jamie Reid, George Bowering, Fred Wah and David 

Dawson. Many critics have written about the TISH years, so I will only discuss that 

newsletter to contextualize the discussion of Open Letter. 

Norris's study covers a span of 55 years. In his chapter on TISH, he 

concentrates on the first editorial period: September 1961 to March 1963, a span of 

19 months which produced 19 issues. Norris acknowledges that TISH "continued for 

six years after the first editorial period," and he justifies his bias for the early issues 

by stating that the "important work" was done "when a new poetics and a new 
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orientation were first being worked out" (122). To the fifteen years of Open Letter 

published by 1980, Norris devotes four and a half pages of commentary (compared to 

twenty-six pages for TISH) addressing mostly the first series of the journal which 

covered a time period of a little over four years (late 1965 to April 1969). Norris 

pretty much ignores eleven years of Open Letter. This omission is peculiar because 

the first series of Open Letter had almost the same editorial board as TISH, the 

exception being the absence of Jamie Reid. Davey, Wah, Bowering and Dawson 

comprised the editorial boards of TISH and the first series of Open Letter. Norris, in 

ignoring issues after the first series, does not consider the substantially revised form 

and content of the journal nor the editorial influence of Nichol, McCaffery and 

various other contributing editors (Victor Coleman, John Bentley Mays) after 1969. 

Norris does outline his interests: "I am concerned with following the 

Modernist line of succession" (78). However, the book's subtitle suggests the study 

covers the little magazine's "Role in the Development of Modernism and Post-

Modernism in Canadian Poetry." There is an obvious disparity between Norris's 

treatment of modernism and postmodernism. He is content to offer a few remarks 

about Open Letter, it "has become the most important avant-garde periodical in 

Canada; it has sought to bring together all the different strands of experimentation 

and to unify them in a single web against the mainstream of Canadian writing" (124); 

it "remains an important example of avant-garde Canadian theoretical and critical 

writing" (128). Citing a number of disagreements between various Open Letter 

contributors, Norris notes that critics "of the Tish poets had often disagreed with the 

group's 'monotony' and 'derivativeness.' In the early issues of Open Letter, members 
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of the group level the same criticism at each other" (127). Furthermore, he 

summarizes Davey's exchange with bp Nichol over visual and concrete poetry: 

"Davey's view is less open than it would later become; he accepts some aspects of 

avant-garde poetry, and refuses others" (127). According to Norris, Davey would 

expand and revise his version of the avant-garde. 

The disagreements and their subsidal represent a transitional phase between 

TISH and Open Letter. Tom Marshall, a Canadian poet and critic working with 

Modernism, expresses one (among many) of his criticisms of TISH: "What is 

irritating is the implicit assumption that—as practiced by the Americans and their 

Vancouver followers—it [TISHs poetics] is The Method, that no other possibility 

remains, that only a certain group of poets has The Truth, that no others can have 

thought and lived the contemporary situation through to any other method or 

conclusion" (174). Where TISH was rather dogmatic and argumentative in its 

poetics, Open Letter is more flexible. Disagreement is a necessary element of the 

journal. The accusatory tone disappears, but the discussion continues. As the much 

maligned dogma of the TISH years begins to wane, Open Letter's editorial stance 

encourages a "debate" in which "editors question each other's statements and 

selections" (Davey, 1965 3). As Norris suggests, the journal attempts to unify 

differing views. 

However, the poetics of the first series resembles the poetics of TISH. Ezra 

Pound and Charles Olson are still the dominant literary fathers. The physical 

construction and layout of the magazines is similar: sections devoted to particular 

editors and their interests or submissions. Poems still appear. For the editors of Open 
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Letter, though, the TISH years are finished, and they use the opportunity to evaluate 

their poetics. Open Letter is a considerable step in the ongoing development of their 

ideas, and the journal is the "measure |of theirj progress" (Davey, 1965 3). While one 

can consider TISH as the construction, development and establishment of a certain 

poetic. Open Letter can be understood as the emergence of that newly-established 

poetic in a larger, national and international forum. Davey's exchange with Nichol 

about the poetic quality of the visual (in the first series) is a good example of the 

changing attitude: TISH would have possibly considered Nichol's comments "out of 

line" with their mandate and aesthetics.6 

Norris's and Marshall's comments reveal some of Open Letter's contradictory 

impulses. On one side, Norris assumes that Open Letter is true to its name: it is 

supposed to be open. Norris states it ought to include concrete poetry as part of its 

definition of the "avant-garde." Although he correctly identifies Davey's changing 

attitudes, Norris assumes that visual poetry is part of the avant-garde, and the 

assumption further implies a definition or domain of the avant-garde. What "different 

strands of experimentation" constitute Norris's version of the "avant-garde," and is 

that version an accurate reflection of Open Letter! On another side of this discussion, 

we have Marshall's reaction to TISH. He critiques the obviously "closed," 

exclusionary poetics, claiming that TISH blindly follows American Black Mountain 

6 George Bowering offers insight into the editorial conditions of TISH in the early years: "Frank at that 
time was quite belligerent in his criticisms. He was only 21 or 22 years old and I was quite a bit older 
(5 years older). I don't think they were calling us Americans—that developed later. They were also 
mad cuz they would send us poems and we would write back and say, 'these poems are really good, in 
fact these poems are better than some of the poems we've been publishing, but that's not what we're 
interested in. We're not interested in publishing the best poems we can find—we're interested in a line 
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poetics. Marshall's view of criticism and literature negates the possibility of an 

international avant-garde, and he does not mention the changing, more inclusive 

content of Open Letter through the 1970s nor how it grew out of TISH. Due to the 

journal's openness, any succinct definition of Open Letter'?, version of the avant-garde 

is necessarily insufficient or reductive. In what follows, I will argue that Open Letter 

continually challenges not only its own definitions but also the definitions of others. 

It is a self-reflexive forum which encourages discussion, research, interrogation and 

revision. As Nichol notes, "[what] visual poetry offers you [Davey] is a chance to 

expand what you 'know as poetry'" (7). Indeed, what Open Letter offers its readers is 

a "chance to expand" what they know as the avant-garde. 

2. The Black Mountain Influence 

As Davey notes, TISH was modelled on "Cid Corman's ORIGIN and LeRoy 

[sic] Jones' and Diane Di Prima's THE FLOATING BEAR" (TISH 7). During his 

1961 visit to Vancouver, Robert Duncan detailed the histories of these two magazines 

and the Black Mountain Review to the nascent TISH group. Although Black 

Mountain had closed "early in the fall of 1956" (Duberman 437), its writing and 

writers were still circulating. As Martin Duberman notes, any description of Black 

Mountain in the mid-fifties as seedbed and exemplification of the 'new culture' can 

easily be exaggerated" (434). Something similar could be said for TISH in the early 

sixties. For Eric Weinberger, Black Mountain "was somehow doing it [oppositional 

culture] a few years before everybody else did it. And therefore in a sense caused it, 

of poetry, a theory of poetry, and so forth.' and they would think that was just dreadful. We rejected a 
lot of famous people's poems" (Bowering 10-11). 
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although obviously this was where everything was headed with or without a Black 

Mountain" (qtd. in Duberman 433). Even if we permit the criticism that TISH was 

merely imitating an American aesthetic, what was new in their work was the 

introduction of that aesthetic into a Canadian context. The oppositional rhetoric of 

the aesthetic was levelled against a literary institution dominated by central Canada. 

Neither TISH nor Open Letter contributors have ever denied the influence of 

Black Mountain poetics on their own writing. If anything, they have celebrated it 

openly, much to the dismay of critics like Marshall. Shortly before he blasts the 

narrowness of the TISH methods, Marshall criticizes Warren Tallman's support of 

TISH: "He seems here to be unaware that all important Canadian poets past and 

present from all parts of the country have been obsessed with wilderness and space" 

(173). Poetic form and nationalism surround the negative criticisms of TISH. 

For Open Letter, Davey is not interested in thematics, either in poetry or in 

criticism. Of Margaret Atwood's thematic approach to Canadian literature, he states 

that Survival "is probably a book she will regret" ("Atwood" 81). At one extreme, 

promoting a nationalist literature, we have Marshall's desire for a homogenized 

Canadian literature "that is open and flexible enough to contend with the variegated 

and multidimensional Canadian reality, and beyond that, with the multidimensional 

and variegated world" (174-5). One wonders how Marshall can dismiss, in the name 

of openness and flexibility, TISHs use of Black Mountain poetics (although he does 

claim that TISH may yet change). Canadian writing becomes a microcosm for the 

world in the same way that wilderness writing constitutes the basis of Canadian 

literature. Nearer to understanding Black Mountain poetics, Norris writes, "The 
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preoccupation with how the poem is to be put on the page points out that Black 

Mountain poetics are essentially technique-oriented; the central issue is one of poetic 

notation" (102). Norris reveals his own bias against experimental form by implying 

that there is less attention to content or thematics and by neglecting the poetic 

implications of deconstructing form-content binaries which were central to TlSffs 

poetics. As for Norris's comment that Black Mountain poetics were "essentially 

technique-oriented," I find it difficult to imagine a worthwhile poetic that does not 

pay close attention to technique. 

Marshall's criteria for good Canadian literature helps us understand the 

resistance the TISH writers must have felt towards literary nationalism. If we agree 

with Norris that modernism "had a slow and tentative start in Canada" (9) and we 

further agree that Open Letter falls within his notion of modernism (or his definition 

of postmodernism as an "elaboration" of modernism), we can perhaps suggest that the 

avant-garde impulses of the TISH group would certainly find kinship in their more 

progressive, American counterparts than in Canadian writers. However, this idea 

downplays the possibility of innovation and change within the history of Canadian 

poetry. Furthermore, it is inconsistent with Louis Dudek's and Michael Gnarowski's 

claim that modernism was not a belated phenomenon in Canadian writing: the "truth, 

however, is that a sense of strong modernist individualism is apparent in the work of 

some Canadian poets before that time [1925-27]" (3). Where Marshall charges the 

TISH writers of dogma and closed-mindedness, the central Canadian poets did not 

recognize any legitimacy in TISH poetry. TISH writers were influenced both by 
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Canadian modernists as well as by Black Mountain poetics. They found greater 

rejection of their writing within the Canadian tradition than in the American. 

In 1990, Davey suggests one reason for writing against a unified Canadian 

nationalism: since 1965, the "thematic critics" have been writing "out of a central 

Canadian position in which the English-language literatures of Ontario and Quebec 

become a mainstream Canadian literature while those of other parts of Canada 

become regional" ("Canadian Canons" 677). Faced with the exclusionary practices of 

the dominant Canadian presses of the time, it was unlikely that any of the TISH 

writers would gain any great exposure writing "within" a Canadian tradition even if 

they wanted to participate in the aesthetics of that tradition. Indeed, as Davey argues 

in 1962, "[historically], little magazines have sprung up whenever new, animated, and 

serious writing cannot find a market.... A new group or school of writers cannot 

possibly get a sufficient quantity of its work published to make its presence felt" 

(Dudek and Gnarowski 222). 

As I have outlined it here, the argument between critics like Marshall and the 

emerging West Coast writers revolves around questions of poetic form, nationalism, 

modernist theories of writing, and the relevance of these issues to 1960s poetry. In an 

attempt to negotiate these issues, Tallman states, "[in] a country that has grown up 

surrounded by an English[,] a French and an American fact, many of the best minds 

become capable of handling multiplicity sympathetically without the need to choose 

up sides and start yelling" ("Wonder Merchants" 193). He continues, "[but] there is a 

tide or undertow throughout the modern world which makes the Eclectic position 

more and more difficult to maintain" (193). Ironically, Marshall cites this same 
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passage in his critique of Tallman, yet he erroneously claims that "[Tallman] neglects 

to say what this 'tide' is," (Harsh 174), calling it "vagueness about a key issue" (174). 

Actually, Tallman does elaborate, stating that Earle Birney "experienced some of the 

difficulties" (193) during his tenure at UBC. The difficulties included curriculum and 

canonization: the "study schedule for young poets was the same as the study and 

requirement schedule for all other students at the university" (193). 

Writing of Ezra Pound and William Carlos Williams, Marshall states that 

"these earlier poets, of course, had their effect on Dudek and [Raymond] Souster in 

the previous generation. Here, though, the Black Mountain is the theory and practice 

of certain American poets as understood and emulated by certain Canadian poets" 

(173). Earlier in his discussion, however, Marshall does little to distinguish between 

the influence Pound and Williams had on Dudek and Souster and the influence Olson, 

Creeley and Duncan had on the TISH group. Of Dudek he writes, "[his] early poems 

of an imagist clarity, influenced by Williams Carlos Williams and the young Pound, 

are a refreshing alternative to the pyrotechnics of [Patrick] Anderson" (77). 

Similarly, "Souster is probably Canada's most successful imagist, the equivalent of 

William Carlos Williams. The American influence is obvious" (79). Marshall 

suggests that Dudek and Souster were able to make the American influence "uniquely 

and unmistakeably [their] own" (79), yet his equating Souster with Williams raises a 

question as to why he is unable to grant the same generosity to the following 

generation. 

Tallman carefully reiterates the connection of such national, continental and 

world-wide concerns to modernism: "[one] can test the political climate of any 
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country by noting the reaction the Modernists receive from the state" (194). The 

same could be said for the postmodernists. Not only do the Black Mountain and 

TISH writers have to fight to establish their voice, but also their very terms of 

expression—encapsulated by the arguments surrounding the existence of a distinct 

postmodernism—are thoroughly questioned. As TISH matured and the "yelling" 

matches became more conversational and innovative, Open Letter continued the 

discussion of the eclectic and the postmodern and explored the various possibilities 

for representing avant-garde writing within and without Canada. 

3. Modern or Postmodern? 

Barbara Godard comments upon the academic categorization of Open Letter's 

editors: "Dudek and Gnarowski include Davey and Bowering among the makers of 

Modem poetry in Canada. Davey, writing From There to Here in phrases very 

similar to those of Tallman, has attributed this phenomenological literature of process 

and collage techniques to the Post-Modernists, an identification made also by Robert 

Kroetsch" (104). This disagreement about how to categorize writers shares 

similarities with Norris's attempt to define the modern and postmodern in that there 

are difficulties in clearly separating the two terms: "Despite the current description of 

Post-Modernism as a new artistic manifestation, examination reveals that it carries 

with it many of the earlier assumptions of Modernism.... Post-Modernism is an 

elaboration of Modernist principles rather than a new anti-Modernist direction" (4). 

Rather than elaborating upon specific arguments about modernism and 

postmodernism, I think Godard's language situates the journal in general postmodern 

terms: "process, discontinuity and organic shape." Furthermore, although he uses 
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them to harshly criticize Davey's poetics, Robin Mathews's descriptors also help 

characterize Open Letter, "variety, fragmentation, non-linearity, particularity, stimuli, 

anarchy" (153). Although Open Letter stresses innovation, Godard notes some 

conservative impulses: "At times, though (and this is one of the internal 

contradictions within the magazine), a more impersonal, Modernist criticism appears, 

mainly the work of academics" (107). In her entry on "Literary Magazines in 

English" in the Oxford Companion to Canadian Literature, Wynne Francis states that 

Open Letter "explores the theoretical and critical implications of postmodernism, as 

well as the more esoteric reaches of the language revolution, and is one of the most 

advanced journals of its kind anywhere in the world" (665). 

The differing descriptors above of Open Letter represent the difficulty in 

maintaining any coherent or consistent definitions of modernism and postmodernism. 

Furthermore, Godard's indication of the magazine's internal contradiction suggests the 

journal does not adhere to a single aesthetic or critical project. By openly including a 

variety of perspectives, the journal thrives on the very contradiction Godard reveals. 

Of course, by acknowledging the existence of the contradiction, I necessarily accept 

the Modern-Conservative / Postmodern-Innovative distinction. My point is that terms 

change over time. This is not a radical idea, but it holds. 

4. Defining Some Terms... Finally? 

In creating the modern-conservative-academic / postmodern-innovative-poetic 

binary, we must not conflate the terms on each side of the binary. That is, not all 

academics are conservative modernists, and postmodernism is certainly not exempt 
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from conservative or academic influences. Noam Chomsky expresses his dismay at 

the intellectual penchant for conceptual terminology: 

when I would give talks about current realities, even in 

research institutes dealing with strategic issues, 

participants wanted it to be translated into postmodern 

gibberish. For example, rather than have me talk about 

the details of what's going on in U.S. policy or the 

Middle East, where they live, which is too grubby and 

uninteresting, they would like to know how does 

modern linguistics provide a new paradigm for 

discourse about international affairs that will supplant 

the poststructuralist text. That would really fascinate 

them. But not what do Israeli cabinet records show 

about internal planning. That's really depressing. 

(Class Warfare 86) 

Chomsky's emphasis on details is refreshing. He argues that without attention to 

detail, to real world facts, concepts are meaningless. By contrast, one review from 

Open Letter demonstrates the problematic, academic criticism. Writing about 

Trinidadian author Harold Sonny Ladoo, Frank Birbalsingh states, 

[the] "fault," if such it is, is that No Pain Like This Body 

belongs to a genre of fiction whose principal appeal 

relies exclusively on its illustration of regional customs 

and manners. In this type of fiction, once a particular 
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regional landscape has been accurately portrayed, 

subsequent portraits of it, however skillful or accurate, 

will tend to be superfluous or repetitious. (108) 

I suggest that we reread this passage and replace "No Pain Like This Body" with 

"Canada." Repeat this procedure and substitute "Canadian Literature" then "Western 

Canadian Literature" (after all, he is discussing "regional" instead of "mainstream" 

literature) then "Canadian Criticism" or any other number of other textual 

constructions. Chomsky's attention to detail refines concepts and reinvests them with 

new meaning; Birbalsingh's attention to detail exhausts concepts and ossifies 

meaning. Rather than exploring Ladoo's narrative, Birbalsingh dismisses it as 

superfluous, citing "Samuel Selvon, Vidia [V. S.] Naipaul and Ismith Khan" (108) as 

more successful and representative writers. "The 'fault,' if such it is," is that this type 

of criticism closes down investigative possibilities. Using this logic, might we argue 

that George Bowering's Kerrisdale Elegies is the last word on that area of 

Vancouver? Is Surx'ival an accurate portrayal of Canadian literature and criticism? 

How might Birbalsingh quantify or qualify an "accurate portrayal"? Accuracy, as I 

understand it here, implies fulfillment of a set of criteria, and, in Birbalsingh's case, 

these criteria are derived from his critical framework? The accurate portrayal is 

fraught with similar definitional problems as modernism and postmodernism. To 

some extent, the critical function must be aware of its own criteria as well as the 

possibility of different representational categories. Canonization, however, relies on 

privileging representative writers or texts and representative categories. 
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5. The Powers of Canadian Literature 

In 1990, Davey and Robert Lecker published a critical dialogue in Critical 

Inquiry. Lecker starts a discussion about the Canadian canon and the construction of 

the institution of Canadian Literature. Davey responds by claiming Lecker was 

selective in his treatment of Canadian literature. Lecker then defends his original 

position by claiming that Davey's desire to deconstruct the canon merely reinforces 

the dominance of the canon. While Lecker acknowledges some impulses for 

alternative literatures and canons, he ultimately concedes to the power and 

entrenchment of the canon. Davey argues that the very existence of "various graduate 

programs, academic conferences, writers' organizations, women's studies 

programmes, regional publishing houses, provincial arts councils, and grass-roots 

cultural groups" (681) demonstrates the vitality of such alternative modes of 

distribution, and he suggests that future academic work must examine these outlets if 

we are to change the canon. Essentially, Davey asks why Lecker is not more strongly 

challenging the Canadian canon. Indeed, Davey wants Lecker to answer his own 

question: "What new conditions might rob [Canadian works] of their power?" (671). 

I, too, wish to offer one possible answer to Lecker's question by focussing on his use 

of "power." 

In his essay, "Privacy, Publicity, and the Discourse of Canadian Criticism," 

Lecker shifts his focus from creative Canadian literary works to a narrow focus on 

academic criticism. He continues the peculiar logic which he had previously used to 

criticize Davey. It is a logic that immediately creates binary oppositions regardless of 

the contents of one's argument. For example, if we apply Lecker's reasoning to 
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Davey's journal, when Davey started TISH or Open Letter, the very act of doing so 

reinforced the dominance of the major publishers and the literary canon. Under these 

conditions, any new idea seems necessarily resistant to a more powerful structure; 

somehow, the existent structure will find a way to subsume the new idea on its own 

terms. For Lecker, one might as well not start an alternative journal, as it only 

reinforces the dominant structures.7 

Lecker's basic argument is that the academic engagement with literature has 

become so private and specialized that it no longer has any value to the public. I am 

essentializing the argument, but such essentialization is necessary to weave through 

the rhetorical posturing Lecker performs. For example, he claims that European 

theory helped start the insular and private qualities of literary studies because it was 

European; that is, it was not Canadian. Apparently, this estranged the public: 

"[because] such terminology was applied, the study [of Canadian literature] became 

more elitist, self-conscious, and protectionist" (46). Yet Lecker goes on to invoke 

Jurgen Habermas's—a European theorist's—definition of the "public sphere" as the 

type of publicity Lecker, himself, wants to promote. The irony seems lost on Lecker. 

Although he does claim that the "impulse" to provide definitions of publicity and 

privacy represents part of the problem and creates limitations, he nevertheless 

continues to work through the binary logic to an apparent conclusion. 

See Steve McCaffery and Georges Bataille for a theoretical discussion of the restricted and general 
economies which are relevant to this discussion. Here, it is not the restricted economy that attempts to 
bring the general economy under control: rather. Lecker's argument implies that the general economy 
is already part of the restricted economy, and anything from the general economy is necessarily 
derivative and subservient to a more powerful, structured restricted economy. For Lecker, the genera! 
economy has little impact on the dominant restricted economy. 
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I will outline his argument and some implications. He argues against 

theoretical approaches (and seemingly any critical approach) on the grounds that 

theory is foreign to Canadians. This implies that the reading public is too dumb to 

understand theory. Using Lecker's logic, I might argue that Lecker's resistance to 

theory only indicates the stronghold that theory has on academics. He would agree. 

But the same logic could argue for the necessity of theory: the academic turn to so-

called 'foreign' and 'obscure' theory only points to the dominant 'Canadian' (read: 

'Toronto/Ontario-centered') and 'common sense' (an empty term) theories that were 

dominant in Canadian criticism at the time. One might ask for an alternative to 

Ontario-centered writing, yet this alternative is often considered a "regionalist" (and 

therefore minor) writing. We saw this logic operate in Birbalsingh's argument about 

the "superfluous" quality of regional writing. A similar result occurs from Lecker's 

discussion of journals: George Woodcock's editorial introduction to Canadian 

Literature—where he claims the journal wants to be a public forum—only points to 

Woodcock's anxiety about the growing trend of private discourse. Then, when 

Lecker points out that Davey presents a private discourse in Open Letter, he turns 

around and claims that "Davey remained uncertain about the possibility of asserting 

privacy over publicity" (45). Lecker's reasoning frequently asserts the semantic 

opposite of the literal meaning of any statement. 

Most disconcerting about Lecker's essay is the type of literature and audience 

he supports. He offers a few, brief insights. Arguing against Davey's criticisms of 

Survival, Lecker asks, "[if] the book was of such 'limited use,' why did it outsell all 

other critical books on Canadian literature combined?" ("Privacy" 51). Lecker does 
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not answer this question. It appears that Lecker equates sales with success. A book is 

good if it sells. He states, "Atwood was condemned because she simplified and 

popularized her selections, and was partisan in making them" (51). Again, the 

popular (if we can equate that with the public) is linked with the "simplified." The 

public is unable to understand complexity. It should be remembered that the TISH 

group—according to Bowering—was partisan in selecting materials for publication. 

Of course, TISH was never called popular or simple (only perhaps derisively). 

Lecker ignores the fact that any selection can be construed as partisan, and being 

partisan to the popular does little to define the popular attitudes (although 

consumerism is apparently one attitude). TISH was successful due to its articulation 

of one group's attempt at public discourse. Even if it may be considered a small 

circulation, minor, regional literature which relied too heavily on foreign, American 

influence, it still successfully contributed to the larger discourse of literary studies in 

Canada. 

Lecker offers his most articulate version of his idealized public: "publicity 

was connected with generally accepted ideas about the common good and social 

intercourse. Canadian literature was seen as a means of achieving these ends. 

Readers, writers, and critics shared a common language, and this common language 

allowed them to participate in publicity, even if publicity was characterized by 

tension, class consciousness, and debate" (60). While Lecker does acknowledge that 

appeals to the "common good," "common language" and "publicity" are suspect, he 

does not seem to understand why. Such terms efface difference. In arguing that 

special interests (like different theories) are dominating academic discourse, Lecker 
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does not consider that the proliferation of specialized, theoretical discourse might 

indicate that something needs to be said about the importance of just such topics 

(European theory or American poetics, for examples). The special interests actually 

reflect the interests of the people, the public. Contrary to what Lecker (sadly and 

nostalgically) implies, all academic criticism is not written for job promotion. 

Quoting Milton Wilson, Lecker draws attention to a Quebec conference in 

1963 where a participant noted that "the Canadian poet's sense of existing in a literary 

community (despite the size of the country) was surprisingly strong (even a bit cosy), 

and wondered whether it wasn't one of the reviewer's functions to provide a link in 

this sense of community" (44). It is ironic that the participant is "(unattributed)" in 

the proceedings. Lecker argues that the academy is unable to recognize the poetic 

public. I argue that this poetic public does not exist: there is no one to whom we can 

attribute it. More accurately, there is not a single public; rather, there are publics. 

Lecker, oddly enough, addresses this non-existence: "But whether there is or is not a 

coherent public out there is immaterial. If you believe it's out there, if you write to it, 

then it's there" (49). This Field of Dreams, "if you build it, they will come" attitude is 

unsettling. If Lecker built his ideal public space, who would come? Hypothetically, 

if Lecker sent out a call for papers—no, too academic—an open letter—I would 

suggest that the only people who would come would be those who shared Lecker's 

"common language," a language that is only spoken in his immaterial space. Some 

people would show up, but they certainly would not represent the diversity of the 

Canadian publics. 
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Lecker's publicity—based on "generally accepted ideas"—only reinforces the 

status quo. There are few alternatives for creative or oppositional discourses. A 

newsletter like TISH did not wish to participate in the "generally accepted ideas" of 

Canadian literature; therefore, it created an alternative. Open Letter created a 

theoretical discussion of (Canadian) poetics. The publics for these magazines did not 

exist a priori; rather, they developed from the energies, distribution and labour of 

their founding editors. Open Letter not only develops existing ideas but also explores 

ideas which are not "generally accepted." 

6. The Power of Journals 

Lecker characterizes academic power as self-serving and self-promoting: the 

"elite [critics] grew in power, solidified the club" (33) to create an atmosphere where 

"critics began to write for each other" (51). I am somewhat sympathetic to his 

position, but his argument leaves little hope for the academy. As his criticism of 

Davey's Open Letter mandate would suggest, the division between public and private 

is not strict. In their editorial introduction to "The Little Magazines," Dudek and 

Gnarowski state, "The little magazine is a form of semi-private publication which 

aims at public success and eventual victory over whatever is established in literary 

taste" (203). While the use of the "semi-private" does not fully resolve the 

problematic public/private binary, I do not wish to debate the existence of a public or 

private sphere as these terms relate to small journals. 

I want to draw attention to Dudek's and Gnarowski's mention of "victory." If 

we sidestep the binary of private and public, we are still entrenched in a binary of 

"victory" or "defeat." According to this reasoning, the power of the journal, like the 
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power of the canon for Lecker, requires dominance in the field of literature. 

Obviously, an editor (or editorial collective) wants the journal to be successful, yet it 

is not necessary that the journal conquer the establishment. An alternative method 

can co-exist with the established "literary taste." However, Marshall's criticisms of 

TISH reveal the competitive nature of the dominant critical discourse. Alternatives 

threaten the dominant. Moreover, I think Norris overlooks alternative possibilities 

when he states that Open Letter attempts to "unify" (as if they all pursued the same 

ends) various strands of criticism "against" (that is, in "opposition to" rather than an 

"alternative to") the mainstream. He furthers this view when he defines 

postmodernism as an "elaboration" of modernism and suggests that the only way to 

escape (if that is the correct term) modernism is to be "anti-modernist." 

If the literary institution dictates the terms of discussion, the little magazine 

offers a space for immediate discussion of marginalized topics. Davey comments on 

the energy surrounding TISH. He states that the larger magazines published material 

too slowly: "by the time one's poems were published one wished to disown them, 

ideas had changed so" (Dudek and Gnarowski 223). One power of the small journal 

is to publish materials quickly. The problem, of course, is that the debate is rushed, 

perhaps not thought through thoroughly. For everything else it may be, a journal like 

TISH or Open Letter is a record, specifically a record of process. Even if one wishes 

to "disown" ideas after publication, they are at least recorded.8 

8 Ironically, the official home page for Open Letter does not include the first series (Toye). The site 
includes issues beginning with the second series. See also Davey's comments on TISH as historical 
record (TISH 7). 
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For this reason, I partly disagree with Davey's criticism of Atwood's Survival: 

it "appears to have been written in a heat of excitement over having forced through 

the concluding 'inevitable victimizer' thesis of Surfacing" ("Atwood" 81). Only 

Atwood can say whether or not she regrets writing the book, and I do not think it is a 

reasonable question. Rather, it is a question of whether or not Atwood has modified 

her views on Canadian literature since publishing Survival. Perhaps Atwood, like 

Davey with some of his TISH writings, would disown (or at least revise) some of the 

ideas in Survival. The book is an interesting signpost in the development of Canadian 

literature, although one might regret its impact on the establishment. One can critique 

Atwood for publishing Survival and the effects it had on the public, yet the public— 

however we choose to define it—incorporated the ideas of the book into the larger 

social fabric. According to Davey, a similar excitement which fuelled TISH also 

fuelled Atwood to write Survival: it was their critical methodologies which differed. 

As we have seen with Lecker's criticism of Open Letter and Davey's criticism of 

Survival, a critic may question the motivations for publication and distribution as well 

as the literary institution's use of the published materials. 

7. Describing an Alternative 

By citing editorial mandates and some archival materials, I will now outline 

how Open Letter saw itself functioning within Canadian poetry and criticism, and 

then lead into a discussion of the type of criticism published in Open Letter and the 

potential offered by such works. As stated in the first issue of the first series, Open 

Letter's topic is simple enough: "[t]he subject will be poetry and its medium, 

language" (Davey, 1965 3). Davey continues, 
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To a few newcomers to present-day North American 

poetry THE OPEN LETTER will present an ostensibly 

private world of baffling values, problems, place-

names, and personages. For these people THE OPEN 

LETTER cannot afford to be a New-Poetry primer; they 

will have to read the periodical as if it were a novel and 

let the plot and characters gather definition by 

accretion. Or, to change the simile, THE OPEN 

LETTER will immerse the novice into an already 

developing world of poetry in the same way that life 

launches every new-born child into an already on-going 

world. (3) 

Using fairly accessible language, this passage describes the journal in literary terms 

("simile") and compares it to other forms ("novel"). In the whole mandate, there is 

almost no emphasis on criticism per se; rather, it focusses on "debate" in a 

"symposium" with "questions" and "opinions" raised by each editor. 

In contrast to the first series, the second series begins with no editorial 

introduction or mandate. It simply launches into the contents of the journal. 

However, the press release from the new publisher of Open Letter, Coach House 

Press, states the aim of the journal: 

The second series of OPEN LETTER abandons the 

original typescript format and the concept of free 

distribution. It also differs from the first series in being 
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devoted almost entirely to reviews, criticism and 

theory. Its area of coverage is primarily Canadian, 

American and British avant garde writing and art. 

Reviews of other works of potential interest to writers 

and conceptual artists are also offered, (np) 

The mandate decidedly shifts from a forum which publishes and discusses poetry to 

one which primarily publishes criticism and reviews. In a letter to Fred Wah, Davey 

states, "[w]ith most of the push coming from Victor Coleman, I'm re-opening the 

Open Letter. Victor will join George [Bowering] & David [Dawson] on the editorial 

board. The content we now project is 60% book reviews, 30% articles, letters, & 

10% poetry" (14 Jan 1971). While it is true that the journal takes a more academic 

turn, the motivation for doing so is not the type of self-serving, self-publishing 

suggested by Lecker. Rather, Davey writes, "[our] intention is to provide space for 

reviews of small press books and for articles established quarterlies won't touch" (14 

Jan 1971). By comparison, in an earlier letter to Wah about the first series, Davey 

states, "I would like to see frequent open letters between the editors in the thing, for I 

think they will be the best way to define where each of us has got to" (7 Aug 1965). 

The first series was primarily about the editors and their poetic progression. The 

second series drops the internal focus and begins to review (and thereby promote) 

other writers who work with similar poetics. Almost completely dropping poetry 

from its pages, Open Letter begins to publish articles about poetry and develops what 

Davey shortly thereafter called a "criticism-only reputation" (3 Jun 1973). 
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Of course, not everyone agreed with Davey's ideas about the direction of 

Open Letter. His early correspondence regarding the possibilities for the journal 

reveal a division between the critical and creative content. Albert Drake writes, "I 

think it would be a mistake to lean toward longer critical essays or articles" (22 Jul 

1966). Daphne Marlatt states, "[we] talked on a too theoretical plane & both felt 

afterwards like a lot of shit had been said for the sake of making completed 

statements" (20 Jun 1966). She later writes, "[djon't know why I feel so strongly abt 

the OL thing, about separating poetics from poems not poetics poems. Suspicious of 

that theoretical area in a perhaps totally superstitious way" (9 Sep 1970). Such 

comments are not limited to the early years; this is an ongoing debate. Robert Wilson 

notes, "I can't say that I would want to see it 'a little more scholarly.' Don't bury its 

freshness and capacity to innovate!" (21 Sep. 1989). Despite not changing much over 

25 years, the debate surrounding the poetic-theoretical binary in Open Letter indicates 

at least three things. Drake claims that it is a "mistake" to pursue criticism; that is, he 

desires a journal more focussed on (or balanced with) poetry. Poetry and criticism 

are divided, and it is implied that poetry is the proper, privileged course to follow. 

Second, as Marlatt suggests, critical writing is somehow 'unpoetic' or accomplishes a 

goal dissimilar to poetry; that is, a critical examination rarely attains the level of 

poetry (whatever that "level" may be). Third, regardless of these persistent warnings 

against criticism, Open Letter, in Wilson's opinion, manages to maintain a 

commitment to innovation, "freshness" and poetics. 

Remaining true to its origins in TISH and innvoation, Open Letter 

incorporated experimental American content. After an aborted attempt to produce a 
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special issue on Louis Zukofsky in the late seventies, Open Letter published an issue 

devoted to L-A-N-G-U-A-G-E poetry in 1982. While most of the contributors 

are Americans discussing American writing, much of the writing is aesthetically and 

stylistically in line with what Open Letter wishes to publish: an innovative, 

experimental, critical approach to poetry and poetics. It is clear that the two journals 

share some similar editorial views. The L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E mandate states, 

it prints book reviews or notes especially on new work 

by less well known or younger writers—and related 

nonfiction), [sic] giving a slant on language and 

compositional issues and styles of reading in particular. 

We have provided a space for alternative modes of 

commentary as well—of notes or discussions that 

diverge from the normal conventions of expository or 

evaluative "reviewing"—so that the actual language 

work that goes on in poetry writing does not have to be 

set aside in writing that "discusses", [sic] (Bernstein 

and Andrews) 

There are obvious similarities to Marlatt's distaste for separating the poetic from the 

poem as well as Davey's commitment to publishing and discussing marginal writers. 

Given his continentalist (or cosmopolitan) leanings, it is not surprising that Davey 

would challenge Canadian literary norms and publish a primarily American issue of 

Open Letter. The motivations for publishing this issue, however, were not only 

concerned with editorial mandates. 
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During the 1980s and early 90s, Open Letter faced some interesting 

challenges: some financial, some editorial, some theoretical. The 

L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E issue partially responded to some advertising initiatives 

suggested by the Canada Council as well as the Ontario Arts Council (OAC). The 

OAC proposed the following: "[A] special supplementary grant is being offered to 

your magazine towards the cost of supplementary marketing efforts to increase 

circulation. We ask that you apply the grant for such purposes only. The amount of 

the grant is $750.00, should you wish to take advantage of it" (9 Nov 1979). The 

OAC suggests "radio or television advertising," "special mailings" or "any other 

advertising" as possible means to increase circulation. Similar grants were offered by 

the Canada Council. In response to an invitation from Luc Jutras of the Canada 

Council, Davey notes that it "is very difficult to represent a complex magazine like 

OPEN LETTER in the brief space of one advertisement," and he is "dissatisfied with 

the conventional means of seeking new subscribers" (nd). Davey suggests the 

L-A-N-G=U=A=G=E issue as one way to increase subscription numbers. He 

notes the affinities between the two publications: "L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E is the 

leading theoretical literary magazine in the U.S. A mailing to its subscribers would 

reach a select group, probably the most likely potential subscribers to OPEN 

LETTER in the U.S. " (nd). 

These grants imply that a larger circulation indicates a better magazine. As 

with Lecker's praise of Survival, success is, to a certain extent, related to sales. 

Wynne Francis, who has published on the little magazine including the entry on little 

magazines for The Oxford Companion to Canadian Literature, comments on such 
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faulty, expansionist logic: "I consider OL to be making a very important contribution 

to Canadian letters. Of course it will never have a large readership - its very nature 

precludes that. But it is important that it be there for the few hundred it can touch and 

as a measurement and a balance for all the other mags around the country" (18 Jun 

1974). The funding agencies ask Open Letter to pursue ends that are at odds with 

what would constitute success in the publication's own terms. 

In 1988, while Davey was in France, Barry McKinnon published an issue of 

ten interviews with British Columbian poets who had also run publishing houses 

during the 1960s. The Canada Council jury considered the issue too narrow. The 

issue included no women B.C. poet-publishers. The Council suggested that the 

specific issue and the rest of the journal needed to be "more open to new writers" 

(qtd. by Davey in 19 Dec 1988), specifically more women and younger writers. This 

comment which irritated Davey, and, in response, he asked, "Are you sure the jury 

was looking at Open Letter? Almost all the contributors are first time contributors to 

the magazine - Glenn Deer, Robert Wilson, Julie Beddoes, Kertzler [sic], Susan 

Dorscht, E.D. Blodgett.... how much 'more open to new writers' can one be, short of 

soliciting material in Eaton Centre?" (19 Dec 1988). The letter also raised issues 

regarding the representation and construction of women both culturally and in the 

writing / publishing community. Davey writes, "Are there structural reasons for this? 

- less access to technological knowledge, capital, art schools? Is it a reflection of 

cultural attitudes which condition women away from manufacturing, engineering & 

industrial careers[?]" (29 Mar 1989). While Davey asks structural questions about 

how women are constructed by the cultural institution, we can raise similar questions 
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about how granting agencies affect the publishing directives of the magazines they 

support. One result of the contentions surrounding this issue was that both the OAC 

and the Canada Council cut back their grants to Open Letter, which necessitated a 

reduction in the size of each issue. 

Around the same time, editorial board member bpNichol died, which forced a 

reorganization of the journal's editorial board. In his 1989 editorial, Davey comments 

on Nichol's participation in the direction of Open Letter. 

If other magazines became interested in this material, 

he would often suggest Open Letter move on - that the 

important matter was that such texts be published and 

not that one's own magazine publish them. He had no 

interest in publishing a magazine merely for the sake of 

being a magazine publisher; a magazine was an 

instrument to accomplish something - to argue for 

kinds of writing, to help unknown writers find readers -

and not an end in itself. He felt similarly about book 

publishing - that he had no interest in working for a 

press that merely aimed to be profitable, that his only 

motives for working in publishing could be to assist 

books to be published that challenged their readers and 

expanded the 'literary,' and which he personally felt 

worthy of being written into the cultural debate. 

(Editorial, 1989 6) 
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This passage suggests why it is difficult to characterize Open Letter, it constantly 

changes its directions. It attempts to publish what has not been published, and it is 

not interested in publishing what has already been stated. It is interested in the new. 

In reply to some submissions for publication, Davey writes, "[our] big problem with 

these articles is that our readers wouldnt [sic] want to argue with you, but rather 

wonder why you thought these things still an issue" (8 Feb 1975). 

The issues shifted. In 1989, Davey notes in a letter to Godard, "What you 

suggest about expanding the range of contributors is very important - toward some 

who feel 'excluded' from OL" (2 Mar 1989). Specifically, Davey would "especially 

like to see stuff on ethnicity, canon-formation, marginality, audience, irony, etc." (28 

Jul 1989), and he wants to continue to have an editorial board driven by poets: "[we] 

also need eds who are poets who work in poststructuralism" (18 Mar 1989). At this 

time, Barbara Godard, Terry Goldie and Lola Lemire Tostevin replaced the 

contributing editors of George Bowering and the late bp Nichol. Steve McCaffery 

and Fred Wah continued. The first issue of the seventh series (Spring 1988) marked a 

change in the journal's subtitle: it became "A Canadian Journal of Writing and 

Theory." The following double issue was McKinnon's "B.C. Poets & Print." The 

fourth issue in the series saw the editorial reorganization. These several factors—the 

death of Nichol, the rise of theory, the under-representation of women perhaps more 

editorially than in content, the cuts to funding—signalled a changed direction for the 

journal. 

This reorganization opened the journal to a wider audience. While special 

issues still appeared on familiar topics (Discourse 7.7, Visual / Video 8.7, Kroetsch 
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9.5-6, Nichol 10.4), feminism (7.8, 8.4), gender (9.4), the body, and race (9.2, 9.3) 

began to figure more prominently in the critical range of the journal. Also, many 

more issues had guest editors. Writing about the diminishing funding from 1993 

($8700) through 1996 ($3450) that led up to the Coach House Press issue (9.8), 

Davey suggests a curious problem facing Open Letter. 

In an attempt to remain within whatever the Canada 

Council conceives its granting mandate to be, Open 

Letter has been reducing the number of scholarly 

articles that it accepts and giving preference to those 

written by artists and by scholars who are also 

practising artists. This change undoubtedly constrains a 

journal that has attempted over years to be, as it has 

often described itself in its funding applications, "a 

space in which writers, visual artists, and literary 

scholars could articulate and discuss with one another 

theories of art production, criticism, and the cultural 

role of literature." (Editorial [1997J 6) 

The contradiction which Godard pointed out in 1979 is still present. As Open Letter 

privileges "practising artists" over contributors who are not practising artists 

(presumably strict academics who do not practice art and only criticize art), the 

binaries of theory-practice, criticism-art, academics-poetics still persist and are 

perpetuated at the institutional level. These limitations close off the space which is 

intentionally constructed as an attempt to negotiate the very same limitations. To 
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some extent, widening Open Letters audience to include more academic theorization 

(from 1989 through 1996) negatively impacted the journal's ability to fulfill its 

mandate as an exchange between artists and theorists. The 1996 funding cuts forced 

the journal to reduce the scope of its content, thereby risking a loss of audience 

interested in that content. Sides must be chosen. 

8. Completing the Circle 

If it is true that Open Letter now publishes a greater number of practising 

artists, the recent "Cyberpoetics" issue is a interesting topic for discussion because of 

its focus on the relationship between the academy and the production of technology-

based art. Darren Wershler-Henry's editorial introduction raises aesthetic, 

technological and institutional questions which are relevant to this project. On 

literary academics and its connection to Information Technology (IT), he states, 

After being sold the Big Lie by the literary branch of 

the academy ('Jobs await you at the end your graduate 

degree, if you only professionalize!'), the alienation that 

results from working in IT is piffling in comparison. At 

least it's possible to take IT skills and use them to make 

relevant art (often while being paid extremely well to 

do so), which is more than can be said for trying to use 

an English degree to move in the other direction. (6) 

Although I do not entirely agree with the irrelevance of English skills to IT, we can 

understand a sympathetic relationship between Wershler-Henry and Robert Lecker in 

their attitudes toward the academy and specialized discourse. If we leave aside the 
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cynical tone of this statement, we are faced with at least two choices: 1) an individual 

rejects the academic institution, takes a day job in IT and writes poetry (creates art) in 

his or her spare time (or while slacking at work); 2) an individual works within the 

academic institution to effect change in the structure of that institution. The two 

poles appear to be working to change the institution either from within or by 

establishing a second institution with the hope that a dialogue can develop between 

the two and (positive) change can result. 

For example, projects like Ubuweb would fall into the first category. Taking 

a tenure track job and working with curricular issues would fall into the second 

category. Open Letter, interestingly, falls into both categories. Frequently 

considered aspiring academics, Davey, Bowering and Wah all eventually ended up 

working in the academy.9 However, these same figures—while sometimes criticized 

for being academic poets—continued to publish Open Letter and offer a forum for 

creatively theorizing literature and poetics. If the tenor of the journal has shifted over 

the years, it still publishes on topics which are definitely not mainstream in traditional 

academic circles (if we do not include the avant-garde as a 'traditional' category). 

The tenth series of the journal continues to debate such non-traditional 

categories. Although Wershler-Henry criticizes "a bogus usage of 'chaos theory' or 

'cybernetics' as an overarching metaphor in a term paper" (5), I think it is important to 

consider the relevance of his comments on sound to his writing on IT and 

9 These are. of course, simplified generalizations. Warren Tallman pokes fun at such comments: 
"FALSE PROPOSITION #2: That being UBC students thoroughly schooled in the negotiable value of 
English and Creative Writing BAs and MAs. the Tish editors were to a man to a woman - the 
distinction being hard to establish - a collection of supercilious academic wimps whose poetry, prose, 
and poetics have ever since been conspicuously likewise" (115). 
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cyberpoetics. Consistent with Open Letters history, Wershler-Henry is committed to 

encouraging writers to participate in theoretical discussions. His article dismisses the 

academy in order to focus on the intersection of poetry and computer representation. 

However, as perhaps happens with many commentaries on an emerging field, 

Wershler-Henry unnecessarily limits his scope. He states, 

Note on sound: it's an entirely different field; I would 

prefer people not to put sound in their pieces unless 

they really had a sense of what sounds good, or what 

effects these sounds can have, or at least what the 

purpose of the sound might be. Could the proposed 

multimedia device survive on the sound alone? Most 

often, sound is a distraction, and the hum of the CPU 

fan is actually more interesting (nostalgia for film reels 

clicking through silent movies). (11) 

If we understand a "bogus usage" of theory as a misappropriation—or even 

misunderstanding—of that theory, then Wershler-Henry forcefully denies a crucial 

element in multi-media publishing: he unnecessarily reduces its representational 

potential. If we return to the discussion between Davey and Nichol on concrete 

poetry in the first series of Open Letter, the similar attempts to limit the scope of an 

artform are uncanny. While Wershler-Henry claims "there are very few examples of 

fully realized works to hold up for discussion" (11), his disclaimer does not 

adequately account for his bias against sound. His attitude unconsciously 

demonstrates the ongoing validity of Marshall McLuhan's contention that the "unique 
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character of the 'public' created by the printed word was an intense and visually 

oriented self-consciousness, both of the individual and the group" (7). The visual is 

primary.10 Although ostensibly supporting an avant-garde, postmodern poetics, 

Wershler-Henry's argument reveals some traditional attitudes: his example of sound 

could be traced back to the Kantian critique of ornamentation which further suggests 

an ideal or pure art object, an argument that is at odds with multimedia development 

or ideas of collage and pastiche." 

His editorial has further implications for the history of Open Letter. He 

begins, 

This is not a movement. 

This is not a manifesto. (5) 

He continues, "[this] issue of Open Letter is a progress report, a set of working notes 

from a loosely affiliated group of poets scattered across Canada and the USA who are 

interested in the formal and political possibilities that the Internet offers 

contemporary poetry and poetics" (5). Ironically or not, this passage is remarkably 

similar to Davey's editorial introduction to the first series. While Wershler-Henry and 

affiliates are concerned with the internet, Davey and company were concerned with 

small press magazine publishing. One notable difference is Wershler-Henry's explicit 

rejection of a closed or specific group (movement/manifesto), while Davey suggested 

10 Note that Wershler-Henry further links the sound of the fan to the visual medium of "silent movies." 
Furthermore, the very definition of "multimedia" precludes his objection: multimedia implies many 
forms, none of which necessarily need be the singular support of the work (i.e.. the visual as 
dominant). 
'1 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgment 72. I am somewhat surprised by Wershler-Henry's comments 
on sound. However, as he is very familiar with the Four Horsemen and the traditions of oral and sound 
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a certain amount of privacy. Like the aforementioned persistence of the academic-

creative binary, Wershler-Henry's antifesto continues the open (to avant garde), loose, 

formal (formally challenging), international impetus of the journal which is still a 

report of its own ongoing progress and development. 

9. Pulling it all together? 

Freedom would be not to choose between black and 

white but to abjure such prescribed choices. 

—Theodor Adorno, Minima Moralia 132 

As I suggested earlier, critics like Godard have pointed out the contradictory 

character of Open Letter, its conservative, impersonal, academic tone and its 

innovative, personal, creative tone. Lynette Hunter briefly summarizes the history of 

the journal: "the pages of Open Letter move through linguistic and narrative 

experiment, to a multi-media environment that attempts to break down media 

divisions, to postmodernist excesses, to a sudden politicization in the early 80s, to an 

incorporation of theory" (95). Linda Hutcheon notes that "Davey's journal Open 

Letter has been receptive to postmodern ideas on both a thematic/formal level and a 

more ideological/political one" (Canadian Postmodern 13). Clearly, Open Letter is 

positioned firmly within the discourse of postmodernism and its attendant 

contradictions, and I now wish to take up the previously deferred discussion of 

postmodernity. 

Open Letter's, second series editorial press release states a commitment to 

theory, and the journal has contributed greatly to the theoretical discussion of 

poetries. I do not think he would argue that sound is irrelevant. He is speaking of electronic 
applications in particular, yet the underlying assumption is still present. 
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Canadian writing, especially through the 1980s and '90s. Literary studies has seen an 

explosion of theoretical discourse focussed on both literature and the academy itself. 

This theoretical turn interrogates criticism and its potential function. In The Function 

of Criticism, Terry Eagleton argues that "criticism today lacks all substantive social 

function. It is either part of the public relations branch of the literary industry, or a 

matter wholly internal to the academies" (7). In this somewhat sweeping statement, 

Eagleton constructs two distinct camps—the academy and the public—which is 

reminiscent of Lecker's debate about the social value of academic writing, specifically 

the public utility of academic theorization. I wish to displace the arguments of the 

"black and white" (Adorno 132) and concentrate on the attendant political and social 

dimensions that create "such prescribed choices" (Adorno 132). Specifically, I want 

to examine Open Letter's postmodernity in relation to Ajay Heble's interesting 

question about one fundamental contradiction of postmodern discourse: "How 

precisely are we to understand the oppositional valence of a dominant model of 

inquiry?" (78). 

In his essay, Heble writes, "More and more in my own teaching and research 

on texts and contexts, on literary and cultural histories, I find myself struggling to 

articulate the relevance of what I do, as a teacher and a scholar, in terms of my work's 

relation to the world outside the academy" (91-2). A fundamental question of his 

article investigates the function of criticism. Heble continues: "I remain uncertain 

about the viability of continuing to engage in theoretical assaults on our 

understanding of truth and knowledge" (92). Heble's struggle to negotiate meaning in 

a critical enterprise establishes, yet again, a polarity between "the academy" and "the 
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world outside." Decorated with violent imagery, "theory" is a weapon which assaults 

"our understanding of truth and knowledge." At stake in his discussion are the 

conditions of epistemology, specifically the epistemological project embodied by the 

critical and pedagogical methods of the humanities. If we momentarily assume that 

the "theoretical assaults" are particular to the academy, I want to ask how "the world 

outside" might similarly engage our understanding. Does the world outside "assault" 

us? If so, does it do so with theory? What type of truth and what type of 

knowledge does the world outside suggest? Perhaps more fundamentally, how do we 

acquire this "understanding of truth and knowledge"? From the academy, the world 

outside, or both, or elsewhere? What do we know? How do we know that? How can 

we affect that knowledge? 

Heble's main point is clear: "postmodernism, despite its axiomatic and 

canonical status within the academy, is largely an oppositional discourse" (78). The 

contradiction is that the dominant academic discourse is precisely a discourse which 

wishes to undermine dominance. Postmodernism instructs, yet it also self-destructs. 

Self-reflexively, on the one hand, postmodernism recognizes and accepts its internal 

contradictions in a creative enterprise. On the other hand, the self-reflexive moment 

undermines postmodernism's authority and leads the critical field towards a 

questionable relativism. As it relates to literary studies and the larger social sphere, 

one postmodern anxiety is that the dominant mode of discourse in literary studies is 

definitely not the dominant mode of discourse outside the academy: literary studies is 

121 have conflated our "understanding of truth and knowledge" and a more general conception of 
agency under the collective pronoun "us." I do so in an attempt to downplay the dominance of an 
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only one among many possible avenues out of the academy. The literary academic, 

postmodern objections and methodologies are not "viable" (to use Heble's term) 

outside the academy, and they are becoming less viable in an increasingly corporate-

sponsored academic environment. Also, although perhaps canonical in the academy, 

postmodernism is definitely not the "dominant model of inquiry" in the academy. It 

may have one of its greatest followings in the humanities—perhaps focussed in 

literary or cultural studies—but postmodern theoretical discourse does not dominate 

the academy at an institutional level. Heble's article calls for "intellectual solidarity" 

(93) and a redistribution of "social relations" and the "popular understanding." We 

must change the terms of our discourse, from opposition to alternative, and we must 

look at the mechanisms which unnecessarily prescribe the limited choices between 

"black and white" (Adorno 132), public and private. 

As theorized by Linda Hutcheon, the very terms of postmodernism are 

violent. Key descriptors reveal this: "one that uses and abuses" (A Poetics 3), 

"installs and then subverts" (A Poetics 3), "acts of establishing and then undercutting" 

(Canadian Postmodern 3). If this violence informs Heble's "assaults" on our 

understanding, then we must also consider how this violence—especially critical 

violence—affects epistemology. With its emphasis on fragmentation and difference, 

postmodernism profoundly challenges the possible unity of knowledge. This 

condition leads Heble to question how much critical punishment our understanding 

can take as well as the relevance of prolonged self-interrogation during a "moment in 

abstract notion of intellectual disengagement from the corporeal world. Under Heble's terms, I cannot 
agree that theory only "assaults" our intellect. 



our cultural history where the academy is increasingly subject to a process of 

deligitimation" (84). 

Relevant to this discussion is Fredric Jameson's writings concerning the 

postmodern problematization of epistemological unity. Early in his career, he writes, 

From our inability to realize the Hegelian vision of 

totality it does not follow that this vision is not fuller 

and richer, more concrete, than anything we can 

presently imagine. The impossibility of the Hegelian 

system for us is not a proof of its intellectual 

limitations, its cumbersome methods and theological 

superstructure; on the contrary, it is a judgment on us 

and on the moment of history in which we live, and in 

which such a vision of the totality of things is no longer 

possible. (Marxism 47) 

In 1991, he writes of the "even sharper dilemma which is the incapacity of our minds, 

at least at present, to map the great global multinational and decentered 

communicational network in which we find ourselves caught as individual subjects" 

(Postmodernism 44). Where one has difficulty connecting academics to "the world 

outside," one also has difficulty connecting numerous worldly elements in a coherent, 

comprehensible whole.13 It is also important to note Jameson's framework shift: he 

13 An important philosophical link can be made to Kant and the "Analytic of the Sublime" in his 
Critique of Judgment. A central question in his discussion of the sublime is the distinction between 
apprehension and comprehension. The sublime moment rests on the threshold of apprehension and 
comprehension. The sublime is at the limit where one can no longer comprehend information but only 
apprehend it. Jameson's "postmodern sublime" where "the modernization process is complete and 
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moves from a discussion of "a vision of the totality of things" to a "map" of the 

"communicational network." It represents a shift from the visual to the written (or 

cartographic), from the totalized to the relational, and from the material "things" to 

linguistic representation or transfer of those things. 

While stating that "Canadian criticism need not lend itself to the kind of 

critical pedagogy and research that [he's] proposing," Heble "want[s] to suggest that if 

we are to take seriously our responsibilities as critics and educators, ... we need to 

raise some hard pedagogical and methodological issues" (84). A curious logic is at 

work here. Heble states that one need not follow his line of questioning, but implies 

that any "serious" or "responsible" critic must ask these types of questions. Those 

who choose not to are neither "serious" nor "responsible." Personally, I do agree with 

much of Heble's position. However, the very concession that "Canadian criticism 

need not lend itself to" Heble's argument problematizes the position he wishes to 

assume. First, it potentially undermines—by permitting non-association—the call for 

intellectual solidarity. At the same time, though, forced solidarity is hardly a useful 

alternative. Second, it calls into question the purpose of Canadian criticism: what 

other functions can criticism fulfill? While I will not hypothesize the other 

possibilities (although thematic criticism immediately comes to mind), I want to ask 

what direction Heble's model of inquiry will take; that is, how can postmodern 

nature is gone for good" (Postmodernism ix) operates on the inability "to think the impossible totality 
of the contemporary world system" (38). Jameson himself invokes Kant (36) to suggest that 
technology is diminishing the force of nature of postmodern thinking. I raise this only to contextualize 
Heble's claim that postmodernism has "facilitated an important process of denaturalization" (78). I 
suggest that this "importance" is largely associated with the problematization of discourse, and the 
valorization of problematization is intricately connected to this difficulty in assessing, valuing and 
comprehending (or any attempt to do so) a world system. 
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oppositional discourse bridge the gap between the humanities and the larger academy, 

between the academy and "the world outside"? Third, if these questions remain 

unanswered, the responsibility of social improvement seems to fall solely on a select 

number of individuals (not necessarily limited to those in literary studies) who are 

actively engaged in social issues. The call for solidarity, then, is caught in a 

paradoxical, logical loop which is so characteristic of postmodernism: to unify what 

cannot be unified. To question the viability of solidarity is symptomatic of Jameson's 

critique of the ability to map the totality (or even a local segment of a totality) as well 

as the debilitating effects of postmodern theorizing. Engaging this threat of 

contradictory futility is a requisite step in the process: "we are under the obligation to 

rehearse those inner contradictions and to stage those representational inconsistencies 

and dilemmas; we have to work all that through every time around" (Jameson 

Postmodernism xxii). 

I suggest that Open Letter functions in this unstable, paradoxical, fragmented 

postmodern space. The journal's debates, disagreements and contestations do not 

require homogeneous intellectual solidarity. Where Lecker's version of public, 

intellectual engagement requires a "common language" for debate, Open Letter not 

only questions the "common language" but also publishes other languages which may 

not have an audience within the "common language." In this sense, Open Letter 

represents Heble's discussion of "cultural listening" (93) that expands the range of 

possible voices that can constitute postmodern debate or critique. He suggests that 

listening to many facets of debate makes some progress towards bridging the gap 

between binaries like the public and private, the academic and the popular. At least 
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they are heard; at least they are recorded. If cultural listening can avoid the private 

discourse of a narrow specialization or the narrow discourse of a common language, 

then the unity it suggests is not dictated solely by a limited sense of "[serious]," 

"[responsible]" or academic "critics and educators" (Heble 84) Where Norris 

suggests Open Letter "[unifies) ... against the mainstream" (124), Heble's model 

suggests the possibility of an interdiscursive alternative which unites not in 

opposition to some binary notion of a "mainstream" but in a democratic voicing of an 

ongoing attempt to represent the publics. Such attempts may not succeed in mapping 

the totality of social discourse, but they suggest the possibility of mapping and linking 

greater segments of that totality. 

Most interesting is Heble's decision to link his own examination of knowledge 

with Chomsky's focus on media and discourse: "[in j short, we must, as teachers, 

critics, and citizens, actively work to interrogate and alter the forces that shape the 

production, maintenance, and distribution of knowledge" (82). He continues by 

praising Chomsky's work that has "demonstrated the media's role in fixing the very 

premises of discourse" (83). I will focus on the distribution of knowledge and how it 

functions in relation to academics to construct "prescribed choices" (Adorno 132). 

For Jameson, if "postmodernism" is to be a meaningful and effective term, it 

must actualize a "profound collective self-transformation, a reworking and rewriting 

of an older system" (xiv). Such a call, like Heble's call for solidarity, may be possible 

within the academy, yet when we reconsider that postmodern theoretical discourse 

and the proposed alternatives are not the dominant discourse outside the academy, we 

are left with Heble's self-questioning. Can postmodernism (as it is theorized in the 
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academy) make itself heard outside the academy? By attempting to bridge the gap 

between the academy and the outside world, initiatives to bring postmodern critiques 

to existing structures frequently fail. As Chomsky notes, the dominant "doctrines are 

too deeply-rooted in institutional structures to be seriously challenged within the 

ruling state-corporate nexus. It can, on occasion, produce someone who will deliver 

moral lessons on human rights. But when some real interest is at stake, the rhetoric is 

quickly shelved" (Year 501 99). At this point, the "prescribed choices" reassert their 

dominance to overpower the alternatives. When the academy steps outside its 

prescribed field of expertise, its larger social function is critiqued for transgressing its 

conventional boundaries, and often negated. The possible distribution of choice only 

exists on a large scale when it does not contradict or undermine the dominant 

position. 

One key issue for Heble's argument is the possible incorporation—or 

institutionalization, however paradoxical that may be—of postmodern theoretical 

concepts in functioning institutions. One must overcome the dominant resistance to 

change, whether by offering alternatives or by violent opposition. As Heble notes, as 

educators, we have the opportunity to teach postmodern practices to students. 

Speaking of programming languages, Wershler-Henry states, "[if] you can figure out 

a reading strategy for Finnegans Wake or The Making of Americans or These Our 

Mothers, or / Don't Have Any Paper So Shut Up, HTML will be a walk in the park" 

(8). Moreover, Jameson writes, "Picasso and Joyce are no longer ugly; they now 

strike us, on the whole, as rather 'realistic'" (Postmodernism 4). As challenging as 

Chomsky makes oppositional discourse sound, there is genuine possibility to effect 
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change. These four statements suggest the ability of publics, of individuals, to read 

and to think clearly about the information at hand. One integral part of achieving this 

end is education about and development of critical reading practices that can interpret 

prevalent discursive modes. Another important factor is access to information. The 

publics need access to information in order to construct and to implement cultural 

alternatives. Access to Open Letter amounts to access to critical texts which engage 

postmodern artistic works which contradict, challenge and offer alternatives to the 

dominant cultural logic. 

10. Conclusion 

General and conclusive statements about Open Letter partially disregard the 

contradictory and self-reflexive impulses of postmodern discourse. On one level, to 

conclude is to invite—either in critical dialogue or self-reflexively—a critical 

examination or interrogation of those statements. Most attempts to unify the 

disparate voices expressed in the journal will only misrepresent the history of Open 

Letter. To map one segment of the journal raises questions about how that segment 

connects to a larger totality. 

However, on another level, Open Letter is remarkably consistent. A journal 

of "writing and sources," and more recently "writing and theory," it has fulfilled a 

dual function. It has variously negotiated the historically dominant model of literary 

inquiry in Canadian criticism by providing an alternative publishing forum, an 

alternate 'source' for material. In this sense, it is characteristic of Jameson's idea that 

postmodernism is a "reworking and rewriting of an older system." Its attention to 

"sources" and "theory" facilitates such historical intervention. In another sense, it is a 
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working space: it provides a forum for writers to publish new work, and it has done 

so successfully. It permits the "writing" of the new, the theorizing of an ongoing and 

unfixed investigation into the production of language, literature, criticism and theory. 

With its paradoxically disunified solidarity, Open Letter's existence and 

persistence indicates an engaged public which is constantly developing its methods 

and ideas of cultural communication. Regardless of its relatively small circulation, 

the journal has distributed information on alternative practices for reading, writing 

and—perhaps most importantly—engaging the larger cultural sphere. Variously 

confronted by both external and internal conflicts, Open Letter continues its 

commitment to the productive intersection of poets, academics and publics and the 

viability of that creative project. 
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This appendix describes the various fields I have included in the database and 

the search results. I will explain my methodology and the various advantages and 

disadvantages of my decisions. 

A preliminary note on inclusion: I include data on the basis of its appearance 

in the main body of the text under review. I do not include names or titles which 

appear in quoted material within an article. For example, in his review of Gilbert 

Sorrentino's Imaginative Qualities of Actual Things (2.5), Victor Coleman quotes a 

passage which refers to Truman Capote's In Cold Blood. I do not reference In Cold 

Blood. I consider this reference tertiary. If Coleman subsequently takes up a 

discussion of In Cold Blood, I will reference it. However, if he does not mention it in 

the body of his own text, I will not reference it. Coleman is discussing Sorrentino. 

He is not necessarily discussing Sorrentino discussing Capote. 

1) Personal Author: This entry is the person who wrote the article, poem, 

review, etc. published in the journal. When an author falls under a collective name 

(i.e., "Toronto Research Group"), I use that collective name. 

2) Personal Subject: This entry contains the names of people who are under 

discussion in the article. Obviously, if a person writes an article about Phyllis Webb's 

Naked Poems, then the personal subject is "Phyllis Webb." If an author deals with 

more than one person, I include those names. 



For an article dealing with concepts, theoretical issues or poetic movements, 

the discussion may not focus on a specific person. However, individual authors may 

be discussed at some length. As a general rule, I include names under the personal 

subject field if the person is discussed for more than one-third to one-half of the 

article. 

I include the names of translators, editors, interviewers and the like in the 

personal subject field. While not strictly the subject of the article, they are more 

important to the article than an inclusion in the personal mention field would suggest. 

This is also partly due to the programming of the database; that is, the MLA style 

routine checks the number of personal authors and decides whether the article has a 

single author (i.e., "Kroetsch, Robert"), two authors ("Bok, Christian and Darren 

Werschler-Henry" [sic]) or multiple authors ("Kroetsch, Robert, et al.") and formats 

the search return accordingly. Since the personal subject field is not used by the 

MLA subroutine, it is a useful place for such names. 

3) Subject Keywords: Keywords are perhaps the most contentious element of 

any literary database. Essentially, they answer the hypothetical question, "What is 

this article about!" As far as the data is concerned, this is where the greatest 

interpretive energies are required on the part of the indexer. 

Compared with other non-full-text databases, this project returns more 

comprehensive results (when considering the personal mention and textual mention 

categories). However, there is no reason why my keywords section should yield a 

greater number of keywords than an article listed in the CPI or CBCA index. The 
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difference with my database is that it only deals with one journal, Open Letter. 

Where another database may return "poetry," "Twentieth-Century Literature," or 

"theory" for any given article, in my database these terms would be ubiquitous to the 

point of uselessness. 

I tried to select keywords which are not overly common, yet the danger exists 

that I will pick words which are not common enough. For this reason, I offer an 

online list of keywords for the user to browse. In so doing, if a user cannot yield any 

returns for a number of keyword searches, the user can manually look through all the 

keywords of the database. While this may be time consuming, it is at least an 

alternative to a failed search. 

Furthermore, wildcard searching is currently a default. A search for "poet" 

would return any keyword (or keyword phrase) containing those four letters in that 

order: "poetics," "modem poetry," "Canadian poetry" would all be returned by a 

keyword search for "poet." 

4) Personal Mention: This field indicates persons who are mentioned in the 

article but are not treated in enough depth to be considered a major subject of the 

article. This field can contain a large number of names. Names mentioned in passing 

in the body of the text are included in this field. Furthermore, when an article 

includes works cited, any names associated with the works cited are indexed 

(including translators, editors, interviewers, etc.). As mentioned above, names from 

quoted materials are not included. 



I largely exclude references to literary, mythical and otherwise "unreal" 

people and titles. Often, I cannot easily discern whether or not a reference is to a real 

world person or text (the Canadian "Pataphysics issue (4.6-7) is a good example). 

When a passage is cited, I do not have the resources to track down every text and 

check to see if a person mentioned is real or fictional. I do this for the main body of 

the text (Vic d'Or is Victor Coleman), but I simply do not have the time to check the 

factual existence of textual material beyond the scope of Open Letter. If an author 

takes up a discussion of Hazard Lepage from The Studhorse Man, I do not include 

Hazard Lepage as a proper name. This is not an index of fictional and literary 

characters. Anyone researching Hazard Lepage should know to search for The 

Studhorse Man. While this argument weakens as the discussion engages larger 

culture figures (say, Zeus from Greek mythology), I must draw a distinction for 

resource reasons. 

5) Textual Mention: This field includes any reference to any text in the main 

body of the article. If a review is under consideration, the title reviewed is contained 

within this field. Similarly, any titles in a works cited section are included. When 

supplied by the writer of the article, subtitles are included. However, where subtitles 

are not included, I have not tracked down complete citations: only the given title is 

indexed. Variations may occur {Maximus Poems and The Maximus Poems), and I 

have endeavoured to eliminate such redundancies or inaccuracies. 

One exception in this field is newspapers and periodicals. The Globe and 

Mail is not a very useful search term, as it will return a variety of scattered articles. 
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Authors of articles in The Globe and Mail are included. It is possible that a 

researcher is working on The Globe and Mail and is investigating how the newspaper 

is used as a reference source. I elected not to include these references and have 

thereby shut down this possibility. However, I include newspapers and periodicals if 

they are the subject of discussion. If an author is talking about The Globe and Mail as 

a cultural text, I reference it. 

I omit references to individual poems or essays. Generally speaking, authors 

will cite an edition or volume of poems or essays. Surviving the Paraphrase is a 

representative term for all discussions of various essays within its pages. This does 

not create major search difficulties given the scope of this database. If a user cannot 

find a particular title, an author search should return relevant materials. 

6) Publication Type: This field indicates what type of article is indexed, 

whether articles, reviews, poems, conference papers, etc. An entry may fall into more 

than one category. 

7) Title: The title field is used by the MLA formatting subroutine and 

therefore presents some challenges. Like the variable representations for the number 

of authors, titles also have a wide variety of possible representations. A poem is 

surrounded by quotation marks. A review begins with "Rev. of" followed by the 

underlined or italicized title and author. I had two options. First, I could check which 

type of publication was found by the search query. I could represent the information 

in the desired format. However, some of the texts in Open Letter fit into more than 
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one category. Fred Wah has published "reviews" which are also "poems." While it is 

possible to represent these titles in MLA style, it is difficult to categorize these 

oddities for easy, automated search retrieval. Moreover, reviews can be technically 

different: some have titles, some do not. Translations present other problems. I 

would need to include a data category for "translators" (not to mention interviewers, 

editors, etc.) which would remain mostly blank. I could get bogged down in writing 

idiosyncratic subroutines to parse out a pristine MLA style. It is possible but time 

consuming. There always seems to be an exception to the rule. 

The second option was what I adopted. One advantage of programming in 

PHP and HTML is that the user can seamlessly move from one language to the other 

and back again. Most of the challenges with the MLA style occurred between the 

period after the author's name and the 'O' of Open Letter. It was basically a problem 

with the title space. My solution was to embed any punctuation and HTML tags 

directly into the title space. In so doing, I could simply enter the MLA style directly 

into the MySQL database. The correct MLA style of an article may read: 

McKay, Don. "At Work and Play in The Ledger." 

Open Letter 5.8-9 (1984): 146-53. 

The title which is actually in the database reads 

"At Work and Play in <I>The Ledger</I>." 

While this method effectively bypasses any difficulties in representing the MLA 

style, it creates a problem in searching. Anyone entering "At work and play in the 

ledger" as a title search term would find no results. This will have to be clearly stated 

in the website. 
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The MLA has some further rules about formatting titles. While the MLA Handbook 

for Writers of Research Papers states that "The rules for capitalizing titles are strict" 

(73), I have chosen to break some of these rules. I preserve the capitalization 

idiosyncrasies of the first series. For later series, where the articles are presented in a 

more scholarly format, I largely adhere to the MLA style. 

8) Journal, Issue, Year, Pages: These fields are self-explanatory and present 

no problems in the organization of the database. 
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Figure 1 represents the database structure and shows all the relationships 

between the data. Modelling the database is the most important step in any database 

design. Without coherent modelling, data can become confusing and redundant. 1 

had to determine exactly what types of information I would include in the database. 

After determining the objects, I had to determine their relationships. I broke down 

each article into various tables (represented by the black boxes) with various rows of 

data pertinent to each table. The connecting lines represent the relationships between 

the tables. 

I tried to determine any fixed values associated with the objects I selected 

from Open Letter. Fixed values are useful because they do not change value or place. 

It is convenient to build the database structure from a fixed value. For example, the 

publication year is fixed in value but can change in place; that is, many articles could 

be published in any given year. At first glance, article titles appear unique in value 

and place, but certain titles (or lack thereof) do repeat. For example, the first series 

contains many letters to the editors which are simply titled "Letter." The best 

candidate I could conceptualize was the physical article itself; that is, the published 

product was certainly unique and could not change. I arbitrarily assigned each poem, 

article, review, etc. a unique article identification number (artid). From that number, I 

can reconstruct the information for any article in Open Letter. Furthermore, that 

number is a foundation for the relationships between the data tables. 
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There are three basic relationships: one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-

many. I will not describe how each relationship functions. Any good introductory 

text on database design would offer a clearer explanation than I (see Maslakowski 

and Butcher). Each relationship functions within this database. For example, any 

article has a one-to-one relationship with its publication year. Any intermediate table 

(i.e., "keywordslink") is a one-to-many relationship. For design reasons, the 

intermediate tables complete a many-to-many relationship (i.e., the relationship 

between "articles" and "keywords" is a many-to-many relationship). Every article in 

the database can be broken down into the structure represented in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Database Structure 
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Appendix C - Hypertext Preprocessor Search Procedure 

This database uses three basic programming technologies: PHP, or Hypertext 

Preprocessor; MySQL v. 3.23.36 (pronounced "My Ess Que El") which manipulates 

the structured query language to drive the database; HTML, or HyperText Mark-up 

Language. PHP functions as an intermediary between HTML and MySQL. It allows 

web browsers such as Netscape Navigator or Internet Explorer to access websites that 

require interactivity beyond the capabilities of the individual browsers. In a sense, 

PHP translates database information into a language that the browser understands. 

This appendix contains the code for the file searchform.php which is the main search 

procedure for the project. While this information may be inaccessible or 

incomprehensible for those unfamiliar with such technologies, it is important to 

include for documentary purposes since it details the exact methods of the search 

procedure. 



<HTML> 

<HEAD> 

<TITLE>Search Results Page</TITLE> 

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript"> 

<!--

//preload images: 

if (document.images) { 

openletterl = new Image( 157,44); openletterl.src = "graphics/openletterl. 

searchl = new Image( 100,44); searchl.src = "graphics/searchl.gif"; 

search2 = new Image( 100,44); search2.src = "graphics/search2.gif"; 

tipsl = new Image(60,44); tipsl.src = "graphics/tipsl.gif"; 

tips2 = new Image(60,44); tips2.src = "graphics/tips2.gif"; 

aboutl = new Image(71,44); aboutl.src = "graphics/aboutl.gif"; 

about2 = new Image(71,44); about2.src = "graphics/about2.gif"; 

criticall = new Image(87,44); criticall.src = "graphics/criticall.gif"; 

critical2 = new Image(87,44); critical2.src = "graphics/critical2.gif"; 

creditsl = new Image(75,44); creditsl.src = "graphics/creditsl.gif"; 

credits2 = new Image(75,44); credits2.src = "graphics/credits2.gif"; 
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contactl = new Image(99,44); contactl.src = "graphics/contactl.gif"; 

contact2 = new Image(99,44); contact2.src = "graphics/contact2.gif"; 

} 

function hiLite(imgName,imgObjName) { 

if (document.images) { 

document.images[imgName].src = eval(imgObjName + ".src"); 

}} 

//--> 

</SCRIPT> 

</HEAD> 

<BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" ALINK="#0000FF" VLINK="#0000FF"> 

<TABLE BORDER="0" CELLPADDING="0" CELLSPACING="0"> 

<TR> 

<TD ALIGN= "LEFT" VALIGN="TOP"xIMG 

SRC="graphics/openletter.gif"></TD> 
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<TD ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="TOP"xA HREF="search.php" 

onMouseOver="hiLite('img2r,'search2')" 

onMouseOut="hiLite('img2r,'searchl')"><IMG SRC="graphics/searchl.gif" 

NAME="img21" BORDER=0 ALT="search"></TD> 

<TD ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="TOP"xA HREF="tips.php" 

onMouseOver="hiLite('img22','tips2')" onMouseOut="hiLite('img22','tipsl')"xIMG 

SRC="graphics/tipsl.gif" NAME="img22" BORDER=0 ALT="tips"x/TD> 

<TD ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="TOP"xA HREF="about.php" 

onMouseOver="hiLite('img23','about2')" 

onMouseOut="hiLite('img23','aboutl')"xIMG SRC="graphics/aboutl.gif" 

NAME="img23" BORDER=0 ALT="about"x/TD> 

<TD ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="TOP"xA HREF="critical.php" 

onMouseOver="hiLite('img24','critical2')" 

onMouseOut="hiLite('img24','criticall')"xIMG SRC="graphics/criticall.gif" 

NAME="img24" BORDER=0 ALT="critical"x/TD> 

<TD ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="TOP"xA HREF="credits.php" 

onMouseOver="hiLite('img25','credits2')" 

onMouseOut="hiLite('img25';creditsl')"xIMG SRC="graphics/creditsl.gif" 

NAME="img25" BORDER=() ALT="credits"x/TD> 

<TD ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="TOP"xA HREF="contact.php" 

onMouseOver="hiLite('img26','contact2')" 

onMouseOut="hiLite('img26','contactl')"xIMG SRC="graphics/contactl.gif" 

NAME="img26" BORDER=0 ALT="contact"x/TD> 
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</TR> 

</TABLExBRxBR> 

<?php 

Slink = mysql_connect ("localhost:3306", "rndavis", "[********]") orprjnt ("Could 

not connect"); 

mysql_select_db (openletter); 

// D A T A B A S E QUERIES 

// AUTHOR QUERY 

if (($last =="") AND ($first =="")) 

{ ($artid_string = "0"); ($artid_arrayL0] = "any"); } 
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else 

{ $result = mysqLquery ("SELECT 

articles.artid 

FROM names, articles, authors 

WHERE 

(articles.artid = authors.artid 

AND authors.nameid = names.nameid 

AND names.last LIKE '%$last%' 

AND names.first LIKE '%$first%') 

$artid_array = array(); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($result)) { 

array_push ($artid_array, $row[artid]); 

$artid_string = join (',', $artid_array); 

} 
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// echo ("Articles after author consideration: $artid_string <BR>"); 

if ($artid_string == "") 

{ ($artid_array[0] = "0"); } 

// MENTION QUERY 

if ((Smlast =="") AND ($mfirst =="")) 

{ ($mention_string = "0"); ($mention_array[OJ = "any");} 

else 

{ $resultm = mysqLquery ("SELECT DISTINCT 

articles.artid 

FROM names, articles, mention 

WHERE 

(articles.artid = mention.artid 

AND mention.nameid = names.nameid 

AND names.last LIKE '%$mlast%' 

AND names.first LIKE '%$mfirst%') 



$mention_array = array(); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($resultm)) { 

array_push ($mention_array, $row[artid]); 

} 

$mention_string = join (',', $mention_array); 

} 

// echo "Article(s) after mention consideration: $mention_string <BR>' 

if ($mention_string == "") 

{ ($mention_array[0] = "0"); } 

// TITLE QUERY 

if ($title == "") 

{ ($title_string = "0"); ($title_array[0] = "any"); } 

else 
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{$resultt = mysqLquery ("SELECT DISTINCT 

articles, artid 

F R O M articles 

WHERE 

(articles.title LIKE '%$title%') 

"); 

$title_array = array(); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($resultt)) { 

array_push ($title_array, $row[artid]); 

} 

$title_string = join (',', $title_array); 

// echo "Article(s) after title consideration: $title_string <BR>": 

if ($title_string =="") 

{ ($title_array[0] = "0"); } 
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// ISSUE QUERY 

if($issue== "") 

{ ($issue_string = "0"); ($issue_array[0] = "any"); } 

else 

{$resulti = mysqLquery ("SELECT DISTINCT 

articles, art id 

FROM articles, issues 

WHERE 

(articles.issueid = issues, issueid 

AND issues.issue LIKE 'Sissue') 

"); 

$issue_array = array(); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($resulti)) { 

array_push ($issue_array, $row[artid]); 

} 
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$issue_string = join (', ', $issue_array); 

} 

// echo "Article(s) after issue consideration: $issue_string<BR>"; 

if ($issue_string == "") 

{ ($issue_array[0] = "0"); } 

// K EYWORD QUERY 

if ($keyword == "") 

{ ($keyword_string = "0"); ($keyword_arraylO| = "any"); } 

else 

{$resultk = mysql_query ("SELECT DISTINCT 

articles.artid 

FROM articles, keywordslink, keywords 

WHERE 

(articles.artid = keywordslink.artid 

AND keywordslink.keywordid = keywords.keywordid 
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AND keywords.keyword LIKE '%$keyword%') 

"); 

$keyword_array = array(); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($resultk)) { 

array_push ($keyword_array, $row[artid|); 

} 

$keyword_string = join (',', $keyword_array); 

} 

// echo "Article(s) after keyword consideration: $keyword_string<BR>"; 

if ($keyword_string == "") 

{ (5keyword_aiTay[0] = "0"); } 

// PERSONAL SUBJECT QUERY 

if ((Splast =="") AND (Spfirst =="")) 

{ ($psubject_string = "0"); ($psubject_array[0] = "any"); } 
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else 

{ Sresultp = mysql_query ("SELECT 

articles, artid 

FROM names, articles, subjects 

WHERE 

(articles.artid = subjects, artid 

AND subjects.nameid = names.nameid 

AND names.last LIKE ,%$plast%' 

AND names.first LIKE '%$pfirst%') 

$psubject_array = array(); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($resultp)) { 

array_push ($psubject_array, $row[artid]); 

} 

$psubject_string = join (',', $psubject_array); 
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// echo ("Articles after personal subject consideration: $psubject_string <BR>"); 

if ($psubject_string == "") 

{ ($psubject_array[0] = "0"); } 

// PUBLICATION TYPE QUERY 

if ($pubtype == "") 

{ ($pubtype_string = "0"); ($pubtype_array[OJ = "any"); } 

else 

{Sresultpub = mysqLquery ("SELECT DISTINCT 

articles.artid 

FROM articles, publications, publicationslink 

WHERE 

(articles.artid = publicationslink.artid 

AND publicationslink.ptid = publications.ptid 

AND publications.publication LIKE 'Spubtype') 

"); 
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$pubtype_array = array(); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($resultpub)) { 

array_push ($pubtype_array, Srow[artid]); 

} 

$pubtype_string = join (',', $pubtype_array); 

} 

// echo "Article(s) after Publication type consideration: $pubtype_string<BR>"; 

if ($pubtype_string == "") 

{ ($pubtype_array[0] = "0"); } 

// TEXT QUERY 

if ($text == "") 

{ ($text_string = "0"); ($text_array[0] = "any"); } 

else 

{$resultt = mysqLquery ("SELECT DISTINCT 

articles.artid 

F R O M articles, textslink, texts 
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WHERE 

(articles.artid = textslink. artid 

AND textslink.textid = texts.textid 

AND texts.text LIKE '%$text%') 

"); 

$text_array = array(); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($resultt)) { 

array_push ($text_array, $row[artid]); 

} 

$text_string = join (',', $text_array); 

} 

// echo 'Article(s) after text consideration: $text_string<BR>"; 

if ($text_string == "") 

{ ($text_array[0] = "0"); } 

// Y E A R QUERY 



if ($year == "") 

{ ($year_string = "0"); ($year_array[0J = "any"); } 
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{$resulty = mysql_query ("SELECT DISTINCT 

articles.artid 

FROM articles, years 

WHERE 

(articles.yearid LIKE years.yearid 

AND years.year LIKE '%$year%') 

"); 

$year_array = array (); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($resulty)) { 

array_push ($year_array, Srowfartid]); 

} 

$year_string = join (',', $year_array); 



} 

// echo "Article(s) after year consideration: $year_string <BR>" 

if ($year_string == "") 

{ ($year_array[0] = "0"); } 

// JOURNAL QUERY 

if($journal == "") 

{ ($journal_string = "0"); ($journal_array[0] = "any"); } 

else 

($resultj = mysqLquery ("SELECT DISTINCT 

articles, artid 

FROM articles, journals 

WHERE 

(articles.journalid LIKE journals.journalid 

AND journals.jname LIKE '%$journal%') 
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"); 

$journal_array = array(); 

while ($row=mysql_fetch_array($resultj)) { 

array_push ($journal_array, $row[artidl); 

) 

$journal_string = join (',', $journal_array); 

} 

// echo "Article(s) after journal consideration: Sjournal_string <BR>"; 

if ($journal_string == "") 

{ ($joumal_array[01 = "0"); } 

// COMPARING SEARCH RESULTS 

// AUTHOR + MENTION INTERSECTION - RETURNS Sreturn_array and 

Sreturn_string 

$return_array = array Q; 
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while (list ($key, $value) = each ($artid_array)) 

{ // change variables 

$authorkey = $key; $authorvalue = Svalue; 

reset (Smention_array); 

// attempt at nested while loop 

while (list ($key, $value) = each ($mention_array)) 

{ // echo "Author element Sauthorkey equals $authorvalue <BR>\n"; 

// echo "Mention element $key equals $value <BR>\n"; 

if ($authorvalue == $value) 

{ // echo ("We have a match and you should go find article $value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array, Svalue); } 

elseif (Sauthorvalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a wild match and you should go find article 

$value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array, Svalue); } 

elseif (Svalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a second-case wild match and you should go find 

article $authorvalue<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array, Sauthorvalue); } 
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else { //echo ("No match here!<BR>"); 

} 

} 

// echo ("Just at end of first loop<BR><BR>"); 

} 

$return_string = join (',', $return_array); 

if ($return_string == "") 

{ ($return_array[0] = "0"); ($return_string = "0"); } 

// echo "You can now process articles numbered $return_string<BRxBR>"; 

// COMPARING ABOVE $return_array to TITLE SEARCH 

if ($title_arraylOJ == "any") 

{ // echo ("no need to process titles because it's wild<BR>"); 

Sreturn_string2 = $return_string; $return_array2 = $return_array; } 

elseif ($title_array[0] == "0") 

{ // echo ("no need to process titles because there were no matching entries<BR>"); 
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$return_array2l0] = "0"; $return_string2 = ""; } 

elseif ($return_string == "0") 

{// echo ("no need to process titles because the first comparison failed<BR>"); 

$return_array2 = $return_array; Sreturn_string2 = $return_string; } 

else 

{ 

$return_array2 = array (); 

while (list ($key, Svalue) = each (Sreturn_array)) 

{ // change variables 

Sreturnkey = $key; $returnvalue = Svalue; 

reset ($title_array); 

// attempt at nested while loop 

while (list ($key, Svalue) = each ($title_array)) 

{ // echo "From above element $returnkey was $returnvalue<BR>\n"; 

// echo "Title element $key equals $value<BR>\n"; 

if (Sreturnvalue == Svalue) 

{// echo ("We have a match and you go find article $value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array2, $value); } 
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elseif (Sreturnvalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a match because the previous search was still wild. Find 

$value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array2, $value); } 

else { // echo ("No match on title!<BR>"); 

} 

} 

// echo ("End of first title loop<BR><BR>"); 

}} 

$return_string2 = join (',', $return_array2); 

if ($return_string2 == "") 

{ ($return_array2[0] = "0"); ($return_string2 = "0"); } 

// echo "The search is now returning these articles: $return_string2 <BRxBR>"; 

// COMPARING A B O V E $return_array2 to ISSUE S E A R C H 
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if ($issue_array[0) == "any") 

{ // echo ("no need to process issues because it's wild<BR>"); 

$return_string3 = $return_string2; $return_array3 = $return_array2; } 

elseif ($issue_array|0) == "0") 

{ // echo ("no need to process titles because there were no matching entries<BR>"); 

$return_array3[0] = "0"; $return_string3 = ""; } 

elseif ($return_string2 == "0") 

{ // echo ("no need to process issues because the other comparisons failed<BR>"): 

$return_string3 = $return_string2; $return_array3 = $return_array2; } 

else 

{ 

$return_array3 = arrayO; 

while (list ($key, Svalue) = each ($return_array2)) 

{ 

Sreturnkey = $key; Sreturnvalue = Svalue; 

reset ($issue_array); 

while (list ($key, Svalue) = each ($issue_array)) 
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{ // echo "From above element $returnkey was $returnvalue<BR>\n"; 

// echo "Issue element $key equals $value<BR>\n"; 

if (Sreturnvalue == Svalue) 

{ // echo ("We have a match andyou go find article $value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array3, Svalue); } 

elseif (Sreturnvalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a match because the previous search was still wild. Find 

$value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array3, Svalue); } 

else { // echo ("No match on issue! !!<BR>"); 

} 

} 

// echo ("End of the first issue loop<BR><BR>"); 

}} 

$return_string3 = join (',', $return_array3); 
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if ($return_string3 == "") 

{ ($return_array3[0] = "0"); ($return_string3 = "0"); } 

// echo "The search is now returning these articles: $return_string3 <BRxBR>"; 

// COMPARING ABOVE Sreturn_array3 TO KEYWORD SEARCH 

if ($keyword_array[0] == "any") 

{ // echo ("No need to process keywords because it's wild<BR>"); 

$return_string4 = $return_string3; $return_array4 = $retum_array3; } 

elseif ($keyword_array[0] == "0") 

{ // echo ("No need to process keywords because there were not matching 

entries<BR>"); 

$return_array4[0] = "0"; $return_string4 = ""; } 

elseif ($return_string3 == "0") 

{ // echo ("No need to process keywords because the first comparison failed<BR>"); 

$return_array4 = $return_array3; $return_string4 = $return_string3; } 

else 

{ 
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$return_array4 = array(); 

while (list (Skey, Svalue) = each ($return_array3)) 

{ 

Sreturnkey = Skey; Sreturnvalue = Svalue; 

reset ($keyword_array); 

while (list (Skey, Svalue) = each ($keyword_array)) 

{ // echo "From above element Sreturnkey was $returnvalue<BR>\n"; 

// echo "Keyword element Skey equal Svalue <BR>\n"; 

if (Sreturnvalue == Svalue) 

{// echo ("We have a match and you go find article $value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array4, Svalue); } 

elseif (Sreturnvalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a match because the previous search was still wild. Find 

$value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array4, Svalue); } 

else { // echo ("No match on keyword!<BR>"); 

} 
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} 

// echo ("End of first title loop<BR><BR>"); 

}} 

$return_string4 = join (',', $return_array4); 

if($return_string4=="") 

{ ($return_array4[0] = "0"); ($return_string4 = "0"); } 

// echo "The search is now return these articles: $return_string4 <BRxBR>"; 

// COMPARE THE ABOVE $return_array4 TO PERSONAL SUBJECT SEARCH 

if ($psubject_array[0] == "any") 

{ // echo ("No need to process personal subject because it's wild<BR>"); 

$return_string5 = $return_string4; $return_array5 = $return_array4; } 

elseif ($psubject_an-ay[0] == "0") 

{ // echo ("No need to process personal subjects because there were not matching 

entries<BR>"); 

$return_array5[0] = "0"; $return_string5 = ""; } 
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elseif ($return_string4 == "0") 

{ // echo ("No need to process personal subject because the first comparison 

failed<BR>"); 

$retum_array5 = Sreturn_array4; $return_string5 = Sreturn_string4; } 

else 

{ 

Sreturn_array5 = array(); 

while (list ($key, $value) = each ($return_array4)) 

{ 

$returnkey = Skey; Sreturnvalue = Svalue; 

reset ($psubject_array); 

while (list (Skey, Svalue) = each ($psubject_array)) 

{ // echo "From above element Sreturnkey was $returnvalue<BR>\n"; 

// echo "Personal subject element Skey equal Svalue <BR>\n"; 

if (Sreturnvalue == Svalue) 

{ // echo ("We have a match and you go find article $value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array5, Svalue); } 
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elseif (Sreturnvalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a match because the previous search was still wild. Find 

$value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array5, Svalue); } 

else { // echo ("No match on Personal subject!<BR>"); 

} 

} 

// echo ("End of first title loop<BR><BR>"); 

}} 

$return_string5 = join (',', Sreturn_array5); 

if ($return_string5 == "") 

{ ($return_array5|0] = "0"); (Sreturn_string5 = "0"); } 

// echo "The search is now return these articles after personal subject: $return_string5 

<BRxBR>"; 
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// COMPARING ABOVE $return_array5 TO PUBLICATION SEARCH 

if ($pubtype_array[01 == "any") 

{ // echo ("no need to process publications because it's wild<BR>"); 

$return_string6 = $return_string5; $return_array6 = $return_array5; } 

elseif ($pubtype_array[0] == "0") 

{ // echo ("no need to process publications because there were no matching 

entries<BR>"); 

$return_array6[0] = "0"; $return_string6 = ""; } 

elseif ($return_string5 == "0") 

{ // echo ("no need to process publications because the other comparisons 

failed<BR>"); 

$return_string6 = $return_string5; $return_array6 = Sreturn_array5; } 

else 

{ 

$return_array6 = array(); 

while (list (Skey, Svalue) = each (Sreturn_array5)) 

{ 

Sreturnkey = Skey; Sreturnvalue = Svalue; 
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reset ($pubtype_array); 

while (list ($key, $value) = each (Spubtype_array)) 

{ // echo "From above element $returnkey was $returnvalue<BR>\n"; 

// echo "Publication element $key equals $value<BR>\n"; 

if (Sreturnvalue == Svalue) 

{ // echo ("We have a match and you go find article $vaIue<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array6, Svalue); } 

elseif (Sreturnvalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a match because the previous search was still wild. Find 

$value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array6, Svalue); } 

else { // echo ("No match on publications! !!<BR>"); 

} 

) 

// echo ("End of the first publication loop<BR><BR>"); 
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}} 

$return_string6 = join (',', $return_array6); 

if ($return_string6 == "") 

{ ($return_array6[0] = "0"); ($return_string6 = "0"); } 

// echo "The search is now returning these articles: $return_string6 <BRxBR>"; 

// COMPARING A B O V E $return_array6 TO TEXT MENTIONED Q U E R Y 

if ($text_array[0] == "any") 

{ // echo ("No need to process texts because it's wild<BR>"); 

$return_string7 - $return_string6; $return_array7 = $return_array6; } 

elseif ($return_array[0] == "0") 

{ // echo ("No need to process texts because there were no matching entries<BR>"); 

$return_array7[0] = "0"; $return_string7 = ""; } 

elseif ($return_string6 == "0") 

{ // echo ("No need to process texts because the first comparison failed<BR>"); 

$return_array7 = $return_array6; $return_string7 = $return_string6; } 
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else 

{ 

$return_array7 = array(); 

while (list ($key, $value) = each ($return_array6)) 

{ 

Sreturnkey = Skey; Sreturnvalue = Svalue; 

reset ($text_array); 

while (list (Skey, Svalue) = each ($text_array)) 

{ // echo "From above element Sreturnkey was Sretumvalue<BR>\n"; 

// echo "Text mention element Skey equal Svalue <BR>\n"; 

if (Sreturnvalue == Svalue) 

{ // echo ("We have a match and you go find article $value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array7, Svalue); } 

elseif (Sreturnvalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a match because the previous search was still wild. Find 

$value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array7, Svalue); } 
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else { // echo ("No match on texts!<BR>"); 

} 

} 

// echo ("End of first title loop<BR><BR>"); 

}} 

$return_string7 = join (',', Sreturn_array7); 

if ($return_string7 == "") 

{ ($return_array7[0] = "0"); ($return_string7 = "0"); } 

// echo "The search is now return these articles after texts: $return_string7 

<BRxBR>"; 

// COMPARING ABOVE $return_array7 TO YEAR SEARCH 

if ($year_array[0] == "any") 

{ // echo ("no need to process years because it's wild<BR>"); 

$return_string8 = $return_string7; $return_array8 = $return_array7; } 
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elseif ($year_array[0] == "0") 

{ // echo ("no need to process years because there were no matching entries<BR>"); 

$return_array8[0] = "0"; $return_string8 = ""; } 

elseif ($return_string7 == "0") 

{ // echo ("no need to process years because the other comparisons failed<BR>"); 

$return_string8 = Sreturn_string7; $return_array8 = $return_array7; } 

else 

{ 

$return_array8 = array(); 

while (list (Skey, $value) = each ($return_array7)) 

{ 

Sreturnkey = Skey; Sreturnvalue = Svalue; 

reset ($issue_array); 

while (list (Skey, Svalue) = each ($year_array)) 

{ // echo "From above element Sreturnkey was $returnvalue<BR>\n"; 

// echo "Year element Skey equals $value<BR>\n"; 



if (Sreturnvalue == Svalue) 

{ // echo ("We have a match and you go find article $value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array8, Svalue); } 

elseif (Sreturnvalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a match because the previous search was still wild. Find 

$value<BR>"); 

array _push ($return_array8, Svalue); } 

else { // echo ("No match on issue! !!<BR>"); 

} 

// echo ("End of the first year loop<BRxBR>"); 

$return_string8 = join (',', $return_array8); 

if ($return_string8 == "") 

{ ($return_array8[0] = "0"); ($return_string8 = "0"); } 

// echo "The search is now returning these articles: $return_string8 <BR><BR>"; 
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// COMPARING A B O V E $return_array8 to JOURNAL QUERY RESULTS 

if ($journal_array[0] == "any") 

{ // echo ("no need to process journals because it's wild<BR>"); 

$return_string9 = $return_string8; $return_array9 = $return_array8; } 

elseif ($journal_array[01 == "0") 

{ // echo ("no need to process journals because there were no matching 

entries<BR>"); 

$return_array9[0] = "0"; $return_string9 = ""; } 

elseif ($return_string8 == "0") 

{ // echo ("no need to process journals because the other comparisons failed<BR>"); 

$return_string9 = $return_string8; $return_array9 = $return_array8; } 

else 

{ 

$return_array9 = arrayO; 

while (list (Skey, Svalue) = each ($return_array8)) 

{ 

Sreturnkey = Skey; Sreturnvalue = Svalue; 
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reset ($journal_array); 

while (list ($key, $value) = each ($journal_array)) 

{ // echo "From above element Sreturnkey was $returnvalue<BR>\n"; 

// echo "Year element $key equals $value<BR>\n"; 

if (Sreturnvalue == $value) 

{ // echo ("We have a match and you go find article $value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array9, Svalue); } 

elseif (Sreturnvalue == "any") 

{ // echo ("We have a match because the previous search was still wild. Find 

$value<BR>"); 

array_push ($return_array9, Svalue); } 

else {// echo ("No match on journal! !!<BR>"); 

} 

} 

// echo ("End of the first journal loop<BR><BR>"); 
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}} 

$return_string9 = join (',', $return_array9); 

if ($return_string9 == "") 

{ ($return_array9[0] = "0"); ($return_string9 = "0"); } 

// echo "The search is now returning these articles: $return_string9 <BRxBR>"; 

// END COMPARING S E A R C H RESULTS 

// note: the following equation sets the search results to Sfetch for later in this page 

$fetch_array = $return_array9; 

echo ("<CENTERxH3>Search Results</H3x/CENTER>"); 

if ($fetch_array[0] == "any") 

{ echo ("<B>You need to request at least one field.</BxBR>"); 

($fetch_array[01 = "0"); 

echo ("Your search returned no results.<BRxBR>"); } 
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elseif ($fetch_array[OJ == "0") 

{ echo ("Your search returned no results.<BRxBR>"); } 

else 

{ 

Srcount = count($fetch_array); 

if (Srcount == 1) 

{ echo ("Your search returned Srcount result.<BRxBR>"); } 

else 

{ echo ("Your search returned Srcount results.<BRxBR>"); } 

} 

// RETURN THE MLA STYLE CITATION TO USER 

echo ("<OL>"); 

while (list (Skey, Svalue) = each ($fetch_array)) 

{ Slisting = mysqLquery ("SELECT articles.title, articles.pages, articles.artid, 

names.last, names.first, publications.publication, 

journals.jname, issues.issue, years.year 

F ROM articles, names, authors, journals, issues, years, 

publications, publicationslink 
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WHERE articles.artid = Svalue 

AND (articles.artid = authors.artid 

AND authors, name id = names.nameid) 

AND (articles.journal id = journals.journalid) 

AND (articles.issueid = issues.issueid) 

AND (articles.yearid = years.yearid) 

AND (articles.artid = publicationslink.artid 

AND publicationslink.ptid = publications.ptid) 

"); 

// WHILE LOOP FOR RETURNING INDIVIDUAL ARTICLE CITATIONS 

FROM ABOVE QUERY 

$countl_array = array(); $count2_array = arrayQ; $count3_array = array(); 

while ($row = mysql_fetch_array (Slisting)) 

{ Sarticle = $row[artid]; Stitle - $row[title]; Spages = $row[pages]; $count=0; 

$blah = Sarticle; // echo ("The article is $blah<BR>"); 

Scheck = mysqLquery ("SELECT authors.paid FROM authors 

WHERE authors.artid = '$blah'"); 
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while ($brow = mysql_fetch_array($check)) 

{ $count++; } 

// echo ("There should be $count authors associated with this article<BR>"); 

// SUBROUTINE TO CHECK MULTIPLE AUTHOR AND PRINT NAME 

// ONE AUTHOR 

if ($count == 1) 

{ if (in_array ($article, $countl_array)) 

{ // echo ("this article number is already in countl_array<BR>"); 

} 

else 

{ array_push ($countl_array, $article); 

$countl_string = join (',', $countl_array); 

// echo ("countl_string is now $countl_string<BR>"); 

echo ("<LI>"); 

print ("<A HREF=retrieve.php?article=$article>"); 

print $row[last]; print (', '); print $row[first]; print ('. '); 

} 

} 

elseif ($count == 2) 

{ if (in_array ($article, $countl_array)) 
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{ // echo ("no need to process this 2 author<BR>"); 

} 

else 

{ array_push (Scountl_array, Sarticle); 

$countl_string = join (',', $countl_array); 

// echo ("Countl_string is now $countl_string<BR>"); 

echo ("<LI>"); 

echo ("<A HREF=retrieve.php?article=Sarticle>"); 

Stwoauthor - mysqLquery ("SELECT names.last, names.first 

FROM names, authors 

WHERE authors.artid = 'Sarticle' 

AND authors.nameid = names.nameid 

"); 

Sacount = 1; 

while (Sarow = mysql_fetch_array($twoauthor)) 

{ 

if (Sacount == 1) 

{ echo ("$arow[last], $arow[first] and "); $acount++; } 

else 

{ echo ("$arow[first] $arow[last]. "); } 

} 

} 

} 
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elseif (Scount > 2) 

{ if (in_array (Sarticle, Scountl_array)) 

{ // echo ("Many author process not necessary.."); 

} 

else 

{ array_push ($countl_array, Sarticle); 

$countl_string = join (',', $countl_array); 

// echo ("Countl_string is now $countl_string<BR>"); 

echo ("<LI>"); 

print ("<A HREF=retrieve.php?article=$article>"); 

echo ("$row[last], $row[first], et al. "); 

} 

} 

// TITLE SUBROUTINE -- SPECIAL CASE CHECKS AGAINST 

PUBLICATION TYPE 

if (in_array (Sarticle, $count2_array)) 

{ // echo ("no need to process.<BR>"); 

} 
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{ array_push ($count2_array, Sarticle); 

echo ("$title "); 

// WHEN YOU NEED TO PUT SPECIAL ISSUE CHECK / INFO 

HERE 

} 

// OTHER INFORMATION SUBROUTINE 

if (in_array (Sarticle, $count3_array)) 

{ // echo ("nothing"); 

} 

else 

{ 

array_push ($count3_array, Sarticle); 

echo ("<I> Srowfjname] </I>"); 

echo ("$row[issue] "); 

echo ("($row[year]): "); 

echo ("$row[pages].</A><BR><BR>"); 

} 

} 
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echo ("</OL>"); 

?> 

<BR> 

<CENTER> 

<A HREF="search.php">Another Search</AxBR> 

</CENTER> 

</BODY> 

</HTML> 
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Rather than include all the data from the database, this appendix offers a 

representative sample of data from a few database tables. I have selected random 

samples from the "articles," "names" and "texts" tables. Entries from "articles" 

include article identification number (artid), the title of the article (title) and citations 

of pages, publication year, journal identification and issue number (pages, yearid, 

journalid, issueid). Entries from "names" include the name identification number as 

well as first and last names (nameid, first, last). Entries from "texts" include the text 

identification number and title (textid, text). 

This appendix gives a sense of the range of data in the database as well as the 

range of materials covered by Open Letter. 



Articles 
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401 "Willow-wand-pen." Rev. of <I>The Diviners</I>, by Margaret Laurence. 125-8 

10 1 20; 

402 "Ariadne: Prolegomenon to the Poetry of Daphne Marlatt." 5-33 10 1 21; 

403 "A TRG Miscellany." 34-56 10 1 21; 

404 "Angst Wage." 57-8 10 1 21; 

405 "Audrey Thomas: a review / interview." Interview with Elizabeth Komisar. 59-64 

10 1 21; 

406 "Some Observations on the Novels of Audrey Thomas." 65-9 10 1 21; 

407 "Eighth International Sound Poetry Festival." 70-80 10 1 21; 

408 "Interview with Dave Godfrey." Interview by Caroline Bayard and Nick Power. 

81-91 10 1 21; 

409 "Reading Poundiana." Rev. of <I>Dk / Some Letters of Ezra Pound</I>, ed. 

Louis Dudek. 92-3 10 1 21; 

410 "Reading Concrete." Rev. of <I>Carnivak/I>, by Steve McCaffery. 93-4 10 1 

21; 

411 "Summer Goes." Rev. of <I>Permanent Relationships</I>, by Brian Fawcett. 94-

5 10 1 21; 

412 "Resurrection in Writing: HD." Rev. of <I>Trilogy</I> and <I>Tribute to 

Freud</I>, by HD. 95-102 10 1 21; 

413 "Reading Women as Writing." Rev. of <I>Orgasms</I>, by A. S. A. Harrison. 

102-3 10 1 21; 
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414 "Reinventing Speech." Rev. of <I>The Circular Gates</I>, by Michael Palmer. 

103-7 10 1 21; 

415 "The Extraordinary Ordinary." Rev. of <I>Something I've Been Meaning to Tell 

You</I>, by Alice Munro. 107-10 10 1 21; 

416 "Shear Delight." Rev. of <I>The Spring of the Lamb</I>, by Douglas Woolf. 110 

10 1 21; 

417 "Is There Life After Art? The Videotapes of Les Levine." 5-24 11 1 22; 

418 "A Predicative Essay on the Future of Publishing." 25-30 11 1 22; 

419 "Hobbes" Body: Politics as Poetics." 31-44 11 1 22; 

420 "Strata and Strategy: Pataphysics in the Poetry of Christopher Dewdney." 45-56 

11 1 22; 

421 "A Neurology of Inductive Verse." 57-60 11 1 22; 

422 "TRG Research Report 2: Narrative: Interlude: Heavy Company (the story so 

far)." 61-74 11 1 22; 

423 "Nightling." 75-86 11 1 22; 

424 Rev. of <I>Our Lives</I>, by Daphne Marlatt. 87-8 11 1 22; 

425 "Breaking Surface." Rev. of <I>Permanent Relationships</I>, by Brian Fawcett. 

88-90 11 1 22; 

426 "Rescuing Facts." Rev. of <I>Memories are made of this</I>, by Melinda 

McCracken. 90-1 11 1 22; 

427 "Unfinished Business." Rev. of <I>Revolution of the Word: A New Gathering of 

American Avant Garde Poetry 1914-1945</I>, ed. Jerome Rothenberg. 92-4 11 1 22; 
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428 "Interchangeable parts." Rev. of <I>Statements</I>, by The Fiction Collective. 

95-6 11 1 22; 

429 "Love in a White coat." Rev. of <I>William Carlos Williams: The Knack of 

Survival in America</I>, by Robert Coles. 96-9 11 1 22; 

430 "The Strange Posthumous Life of the American Novel." Rev. of <I>Literary 

Disruptions: the making of a post-contemporary American fiction</I>, by Jerome 

Klinkowitz. 99-103 11 1 22; 

431 "Late Night." Rev. of <I>The Assassins</I>, by Joyce Carol Oates. 103-4 11 1 

22; 

432 "A Fish with Aesthetic Intent." Rev. of <I>The Hungry Ghosts</I> and <I>The 

Seduction and Other Stories</I>, by Joyce Carol Oates. 104-6 11 1 22; 

433 Rev. of <I>Cheers for Muktananda</I>, ed. Robert Sward. 106-9 11 1 22; 

434 "Literature, Non-Fiction, and the Language of Action." 5-15 11 1 23; 

435 '"Local Poet Deserves Attention': The Poetics of David McFadden." 16-26 11 1 

23; 

436 "Premature Notes on Some Biological Effects of Poetic Composition." 27 11 1 

23; 

437 "Snow Red: The Short Stories of Audrey Thomas." 28-39 11 1 23; 

438 "Pronouns and Propositions: Alice Munro's Stories." 40-9 11 1 23; 

439 "Ray Smith: Some Approaches to the Entrances of <I>Lord Nelson's 

Tavern</I>." 50-64 11 1 23; 

440 "Impressionable Realism: The Stories of Clark Blaise." 65-74 11 1 23; 

441 "McLuhan's Art." 75-9 11 1 23; 
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442 "A Good Solid Book." Rev. of <I>The Lost Salt Gift of Blood</I>, by Alistair 

MacLeod. 80-1 11 1 23; 

443 "Dispossession." Rev. of <l>Blown Figures</I>, by Audrey Thomas. 81-2 11 1 

23; 

444 "Toronto Research Project." Rev. of <I>Furnished Rooms</I>, by Shelagh 

Young. 83-5 11 1 23; 

445 "Into the Fire." Rev. of <I>The Fire-Eaters</I>, by Gwendolyn MacEwan. 85-7 

11 1 23; 

446 "Anti-Phonies." Rev. of <I>Pictograms from the Interior of B.C.</I>, by Fred 

Wah. 87-92 11 1 23; 

447 "Diurnalis: The Speech in Song." Rev. of <I>The Journals</I>, by Paul 

Blackburn. 92-7 11 1 23; 

448 "Colors." Rev. of <I>Splendide-Hotel</I>, by Gilbert Sorrentino. 97-9 11 1 23; 

449 "Shining Water." Rev. of <I>Visions</I>, by Drummond Hadley. 99-100 11 1 

23; 

450 "Eros and Thanatos Again." Rev. of <I>John Hawkes and the Craft of 

Conflict</I>, by John Kuehl. 100-3 11 1 23; 

451 "Against Interpretation... Ten Years After." Rev. of <I>Baggage</I>, by d. h. 

Porter. 103-7 11 1 23; 

452 "Kerouac's Sound." 7-19 12 1 24; 

453 "Henry James' Princess." 20-36 12 1 24; 

454 "Mad Song: Allen Ginsberg's San Francisco Poems." 37-47 12 1 24; 

455 "Four Takes on Mordecai Richler's Fiction." 48-69 12 1 24; 
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456 "The Eternal Mood: Robert Duncan's Devotion to Lanugage." 70-4 12 1 24; 

457 "Forest, Glacier and Flood. The Moon. St. Mawr: <I>A Canvas for Lawrence's 

Novellas</I>." 75-92 12 1 24; 

458 "Robert Creeley's Tales and Poems." 93-118 12 1 24; 

459 "Bells Break Tower: William Carlos Williams' Stories." 119-30 12 1 24; 

460 "Wolf in the Snow: Modern Canadian Fiction." 131-49 12 1 24; 

461 "The Writing Life." 150-8 12 1 24; 

462 "Proprioception in Charles Olson's Poetry." 159-74 12 1 24; 

463 "Wonder Merchants: <I>Modernist Poetry in Vancouver During the I960s</1>." 

175-207 12 1 24; 

464 "On Modernism & Modernist Scholars: Prolegomenon to a Re-evaluation of T. 

S. Eliot." 5-13 13 1 25; 

465 "Modernism in the Booklength Poems of Louis Dudek." 14-40 13 1 25; 

466 "The Interviewer Interviewed." Interview with Barry Alpert. 41-53 13 1 25; 

467 "Prolegomena to the Literary and Political Expulsion of John Bentley Mays." 54-

9 13 1 25; 

468 "The Politics of the Referent." 60-107 13 1 25; 

469 "A Psychic Hammer." Rev. of <I>Our Lives</I>, by Daphne Marlatt. 108-10 13 

1 25; 

470 "To Locate." Rev. of <I>Songs & Speeches</I>, by Barry McKinnon. 110-1 13 1 

25; 

471 "Some Bite." Rev. of <I>Declining Gracefully</I>, by John Sandman. 111-2 13 

1 25; 
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472 "Boyish Jack." Rev. of <I>Jack Kerouac: a Chicken-Essay</I>, by Victor-Levy 

Beaulieu. 112-7 13 1 25; 

473 "Image Picking." Rev. of <I>The Cantos of Ezra Pound: The Lyric Mode</I>, by 

Eugene Paul Nassar. 117-8 13 1 25; 

474 "Williams' Dualities." Rev. of <I>The Early Poetry of William Carlos 

Williams</I>, by Rod Townley. 119-22 13 1 25; 

475 "The Academy vs. William Carlos Williams." Rev. of <I>William Carlos 

Williams: Poet From Jersey</I>, by Reed Whittemore. 123-6 13 1 25; 

476 "Interview with Victor Coleman." Interview with Judith Fitzgerald. 5-14 14 1 26; 

477 "Victor Coleman's Poetry." 15-25 14 1 26; 

478 "On the Vibrant Body Or / From the Collective Unconscious to the Creative 

Collective Unconscious." Trans. Caroline Bayard and Jane Springer. 26-36 14 1 26; 

479 "A Raoul Duguay Bibliography." 37-43 14 1 26; 

480 "Open Journal, Milwaukee." 44-51 14 1 26; 

481 "Uninventing Structures: Cultural Criticism and the Novels of Robert Kroetsch." 

52-71 14 1 26; 

482 "Robert Kroetsch's Poetry." 72-88 14 1 26; 

483 "Moving into Winter: A Study of Daphne Marlatt's <I>Our Lives</I>." 89-103 

14 1 26; 

484 "Writing in Profile." Rev. of <I>The Mutabilities (& The Foul Papers)</I>, by 

Michael Davidson. 104-12 14 1 26; 
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485 "Sunset." Rev. of <I>Shadows in the Sun: The Diaries of Harry Crosby</I>, by 

Harry Crosby, and <I>Black Sun: The Brief Transit and Violent Eclipse of Harry 

Crosby</I>, by Geoffrey Wolff. 112-4 14 1 26; 

486 "Freewheeling Style." Rev. of <I>Even Cowgirls Get the Blues</I>, by Tom 

Robbins. 114-8 14 1 26; 

487 "Artist's Angel." Rev. of <I>Durer's Angel</1>, by Marie-Claire Blais. 118-20 14 

1 26; 

488 "A Linguistic Impersonator." Rev. of <I>Just Looking, Thank You: An Amused 

View of Canadian Lifestyles</I>. by Philip Marchand. 120-2 14 1 26; 

489 Rev. of <I>Smoke / A Novel</I>, by R. Murray Schafer. 122-5 14 1 26; 

490 "Bill Bissett: A Writing Outside Writing." 7-23 14 1 27; 

491 "a contributed editorial." 5-6 14 1 27; 

492 "Five Pictogram Poems." 24-33 14 1 27; 

493 "A Conversation with Fred Wah: TRG Report One: Translation (Part 3)." 

Interview with bp Nichol. 34-52 14 1 27; 

494 "Mrs. Richard's Grey Cat." 53-63 14 1 27; 

495 "Research Report Two: <I>Narrative</I>." 64-7 14 1 27; 

496 "<I>The Dead Sailors</I>, Chapter One." 68-70 14 1 27; 

497 "Louis Dudek's Red Truck." 71-86 14 1 27; 

498 "Reading Before <I>Tish</I>." 87 14 1 27; 

499 "Wild Roses in Clusters." 88-93 14 1 27; 

500 "Reflections on Writing." 94-120 14 1 27; 
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Names 

1800 Leon Edel; 1821 Thomas Hobbes; 

1801 B.F. Skinner; 1822 Thomas J.J. Altizer; 

1802 James Fenimore Cooper; 1823 Alain Resnais; 

1803 William Dean Howells; 1824 Nathalie Sarraute; 

1804 Henri Matisse; 1825 Tennessee Williams; 

1805 William M. Chace; 1826 Robert Jay Lifton; 

1806 Earle Davis; 1827 Ike McCaslin; 

1807 LP. Morgan; 1828 William Dunbar; 

1808 JohnR. Harrison; 1829 Jack London; 

1809 C.H. Douglas; 1830 J.R.R. Tolkien; 

1810 Niccolo Machiavelli; 1831 G.R.Levy; 

1811 Charles Maurras; 1832 Julian of Norwich; 

1812 Louis B. Mayer; 1833 Sa'di; 

1813 Ray Smith; 1834 Ramone Lul l ; 

1814 Alice Munro; 1835 John of the Cross; 

1815 P.K. Page; 1836 John the Divine; 

1816 Gwendolyn Davies Hebb; 1837 Franz Boas; 

1817Eudora Welty; 1838 Noqoaqtoq; 

1818 Carson McCullers; 1839 Wayne Clifford; 

1819 Louis Riel; 1840 Bruce Andrews; 

1820 Kiowa Indians; 1841 Leonard Bloomfield; 



1842 Otto Jespersen; 1865 Dom Sylvestre Houedard; 

1843 Earl of Clarendon; 1866 Linda Walker; 

1844 John Dryden; 1867 Henri Chopin; 

1845 C M . Joad; 1868 L i l y Greenham; 

1846 Arthur Anthony Macdonnell; 1869 Paula Claire; 

1847 Eleanor Antin; 1870 Jeremy Adler; 

1848 Henry Cowell; 1871 Lawrence Upton; 

1849 Jean-Luc Godard; 1872 Eddie Morgan; 

1850 Ellen Andrews; 1873 Tom Leonard; 

1851 Bob Grenier; 1874 Sten Hanson; 

1852 Ron Silliman; 1875 Francois Dufrene; 

1853 C.W. Morris; 1876 P.C. Fencott; 

1854 Jeremy Shapiro; 1877 B i l l Griffiths; 

1855 Christopher Smart; 1878 Eric Mottram; 

1856 Horace; 1879 Mike Gibbs; 

1857 Persius; 1880 Caroline Bayard; 

1858 William Shenstone; 1881 Nick Power; 

1859 Tibullus; 1882 Michel Butor; 

1860 Lawrence Durrell; 1883 Kwame Nkrumah; 

1861 Beatrix Potter; 1884 Lester Pearson; 

1862 A.F. Bellette; 1885 William H. New; 

1863 Doris Lessing; 1887 Gordon Lockhead; 

1864 SeanOHuigin; 1888 Norman Holmes Pearson; 
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1889 Kenneth Fields; 

1890 [Annie Winnifred Ellermanl 

Bryher; 

1891 Dennis Tedlock; 

1892 Barbara Tedlock; 

1893 Jasper Johns; 

1894 Joseph Kosuth; 

1895 Ad Reinhardt; 

1896 Mierle Laderman Ukeles; 

1897 George Berkeley; 

1898 James Beattie; 

1899 Robert Smithson; 

1900 Gregory Bateson; 



Texts 

701 The Murder of Roger Ackroyd; 

702 Island; 

703 Combustion; 

704 Lardeau; 

705 Mountain; 

706 Tree; 

707 Earth; 

708 Vancouver Poems; 

709 White; 

710 Moments of Rising Mist; 

711 Land Fall; 

712 A Poem as Long as The Highway; 

713 Various Persons Named Kevin 

O'Brien; 

714 The Tenants Were Corrie and 

Tennie; 

715 Home Safely to Me; 

716 Fortune and Men's Eyes; 

717 Esker Mike and His Wife Agiluk; 

718 The Ecstasy of Rita-Joe; 
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719 Oh? What a Blow That Phantom 

Gave Me; 

720 They Became What they Beheld; 

721 Eskimo; 

722 Explorations in Communication; 

723 At the Edge of History; 

724 Fear and Loathing on the Campaign 

Trail; 

725 In Cold Blood; 

726 Marilyn; 

727 Pass th Food Release th Spirit 

Book; 

728 Die Architektur Von Ludwig 

Wittgenstein; 

729 The Architecture of Ludwig 

Wittgenstein; 

730 Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus; 

731 Philosophical Investigations; 

732 Understanding Media; 

733 The Commentaries of Pius II; 

734 America A Prophecy; 



735 The Bible; 

736 The Bhagavad-Gita; 

737 The Apocrypha; 

738 Presocratic Philosophers; 

739 Confucian Odes; 

740 Papyrus of Ani; 

741 Technicians of the Sacred; 

742 Shaking the Pumpkin; 

743 Origins; 

744 European Literature and The Latin 

Middle Ages; 

745 The Golden Bough; 

746 Gate of Horn; 

747 Love's Body; 

748 Hamlet's Mill; 

749 The World's Rim; 

750 The Martyrology; 

751 The Clallam; 

752 La Region Centrale; 

753 Soliloquies; 

754 Sleep; 

755 Esquire; 
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756 Remembrances of Things Past; 

757 First Love; 

758 What is English Literature?; 

759 Probable Systems 21; 

760 Cad Goddeu; 

761 Runnings; 

762 Distributing the Middle: Problems 

of "Movement" in Narrative Poetry; 

763 Spatialiste; 

764 In Transit; 

765 Posthumous Notebook; 

766 Christie Malry's Own Double 

Entry; 

767 Brown Book; 

768 Curious; 

769 Ten Years in the Making; 

770 Birds of the West; 

771 A Paleozoic Geology of London, 

Ontario; 

772 Swann's Way; 

773 Journal to the East; 

774 Mrs. Grundy; 



775 Art in a Closed Field; 

776 Each Soul Is Where It Wishes to 

Be; 

777 Hyde Park; 

778 Aleph Unit; 

779 Unit of Four; 

780 Andy; 

781 "film"; 

782 Sweethearts; 

783 Life; 

784 September Blackberries; 

785 The Motorcycle Betrayal Poems; 

786 Dancing on the Grave of a Son of a 

Bitch; 

787 Don Bartolemo; 

788 Indian Tales; 

789 Indians in Overalls, Coyote Man & 

Old Doctor Loon; 

790 The Lariat; 

791 The Sun Rises into the Sky; 

792 Songs My Mother Taught Me; 
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793 Technicians of the Sacred: A Range 

of Poetries from Africa, America & 

Oceania; 

794 Shaking the Pumpkin: Traditional 

Poetry of the Indian North Americas; 

795 America a Prophecy: A New 

Reading of America Poetry from Pre-

Columbian Times to the Present; 

796 The Arabian Nights; 

797 The Odyssey of Homer; 

798 Sweat and Struggle, Working Class 

Struggles in Canada, Vol I: 1789-1899; 

799 Essays in B.C. Political Economy; 

800 History of the Trade Movement in 

Canada; 
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Appendix E - Readme File 

This CD includes files that constitute part of a doctoral dissertation which 

indexes the first nine series of the Canadian literary periodical Open Letter. 

The contents are as follows: 

1) MySQL (3.23.36) and PHP (4.1.2) - the interfaces for the database. 

2) HTML files which allow the user to access the database. 

3) Complete inserts so a user can locally reconstruct the database. 

This is not an autoplay CD. The purpose of this CD is to allow a user to view 

the contents and workings of the database. It also permits a user to recreate the 

database for his or her own purposes. Created in 2000-2001, this project works on a 

Microsoft Windows 98 platform. If, for whatever reasons, this database is not available 

on the internet in the future, a user can still access this information providing he or she 

has (or can emulate) a Windows 98 platform or can alter these files to run under a 

different platform. 

Should a user wish to recreate the database, the user must install MySQL and 

PHP, repopulate the database and access the HTML files. Since the conditions under 

which this may be necessary are impossible to anticipate, this file cannot be an 

instruction manual on how to recreate the database. These files are for purposes of 

documentation rather than a working version of the database. 




